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1.0Abstract
The ability to determine optimal spectral band sets for the exploitation of
multispectral and hyperspectral imagery is ofgreat concern due to data transfer,
storage, and computational constraints. This study compares the performance of
three band selection techniques across a range of scenarios and image
exploitation algorithms. Thresholded Divergence, a technique based on Gaussian
Maximum Likelihood classification, Forward Sequential Band Selection, an
iterative method based on target identification algorithms, and Spectral Basis
Functions, a method independent of end-exploitation, were selected for
evaluation. Each of these band selection techniques was applied to two M7
multispectral images and two HYDICE hyperspectral images. Each selected
optimal spectral band set for each image was classified and assessed for
classification accuracy. Comparisons between band selection techniques were
made based on spectral band subset size, image exploitation algorithm, image and
scene type, and input parameter set.
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2.0 Introduction and Summary
Multispectral imagery has becomemuchmore important due to the increase in the
number of spectral bands in available imagery. Hyperspectral sensors such as NASA's
Advanced Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) have hundreds of
channels over awide spectral range. While such technological advances have greatly
enhanced the contributions of remote sensing, the associated increase in data is
accompanied by subsequent time, cost, and storage considerations. In the case of
multispectral image classification, more basic techniques, such as minimum distance to
the mean exhibit a linear relationship between number of spectral bands and increase in
cost. The same relationship formore statistically intensive, and typicallymore accurate,
techniques such as Gaussian Maximum Likelihood ( GML ) are quadratic in nature
(Richards, 1993). For example, a 210-band Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection
Experiment (HYDICE) image with 320 samples and 960 lines requires over 64 Mbyte for
image transfer and storage. The same file using only 4 of the available 210 spectral
bands would require only 1.2Mbyte. If equivalent exploitation accuracy levels could be
achieved for that same image using only 4 spectral bands, the transfer and storage
requirements would be reduced by a factor ofnearly 6, while the cost ofGML
classificationwould be reduced by a factor of 104. Clearly, itwould be advantageous to
be able to collect data using only those spectral bands containing useful information for
image classification in order to minimize cost
For this reason, numerous techniques have emerged to predeterminewhich spectral
bands produce optimal classification results. Csillag, et al. (1992) presented amodified
stepwise principal component analysis for the determination ofkey spectral ranges for
die identification of soil salinity status. Mausel, et al. (1990), Schott, et al. (1988), and
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Rosenblum (1990) used assorted Bayesian statistical techniques to predict optimal
spectral band combinations for use with GaussianMaximum Likelihood classification.
Similar statistical methods were used by Kanodia, et al. (1996) and Hardie (1994) to
select optimal spectral bands for use with hypothesis testing and Signal-to-Clutter target
identification techniques. Thomas (1994) elaborated on these techniques in his
development of a Signal-to-Clutter ratio score for selecting spectral bands to use in
target identification. Price (1994) demonstrated an interactive method for selecting
bands using a set ofbasis functions. For the most part, these studies have been fairly
limited in scope in that each technique is geared towards a specific image type or
classification algorithm.
In addition, inmany cases the specific scenario class statistics or post-processing
algorithm are not known apriori. The aforementioned algorithms, then, may be of
limited value for predetermining optimal spectral band sets. With this in mind, this study
will focus on the implementation ofThresholded Divergence, Spectral Basis Function,
and Forward Sequential Band Selection optimal spectral band selection techniques across
multiple scenarios andmultiple classification algorithms. Each of the band-selection
algorithms was developed under the Environment for Visualizing Information (ENVI)
using the Interactive Display Language (IDL) Once the optimal spectral bands were
selected, the lower-dimensional images were classified using GaussianMaximum
Likelihood (GML), Signal-to-Clutter Ratio, and Log-Likelihood Ratio classification
algorithms. Of the aforementioned classifiers, GML was run using existing applications
underENVI. Both the Signal-to-Clutter Ratio and Log-Likelihood Ratio classifiers
were developed underENVI in the course of this research. Finally, the classification
accuracies ofeach band-selection technique was evaluated. GML results were evaluated
using independent analysis and stratified random-sampling confusion matrices. The
Signal-to-Clutter and Log-Likelihood results were evaluated using receiver operating
characterization (ROC) curves. All ofthe evaluationmethods were developedwithin the
ENVI
environment. This assessment will determine if any one band selectionmethod
proves more effective than its counterparts across the selected range of scenarios and
exploitation algorithms. Comparisons will be made between band selection techniques
based on image type, classificationmethod, and input parameter combination.
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3.0 Objectives and Deliverables
Statement ofWork
Construct a robust data set incorporating two (2) M7 images and two (2)
HYDICE images.
Develop and implement the necessary band selection algorithms,
classifiers, and accuracy assessment metrics in the Environment for
Visualizing Information (ENVI) and the Advanced Visualization
System (AVS).
Construct common training sets to be used by all band selectors,
classifiers, and accuracy assessmentmetrics.
Reduce initial image spectral band sets using Eigenvector Pre-Selection,
Thresholded Divergence, Forward Sequential Band Selection, and
Spectral Basis Functions for a range of input parameter sets.
Classify each image using the down-selected spectral band sets using
common training data and the Gaussian Maximum Likelihood, Signal-to-
Clutter Ratio, and Log-Likelihood Ratio classifiers.
Generate confusion matrices for the Gaussian Maximum Likelihood
classifier outputs. Analyze confusion matrices based on simple accuracy.
Generate ROC curves for the Signal-to-Clutter Ratio and Log-Likelihood
Ratio classifier outputs. Analyze ROC curves based on the summed
difference between probability of detection and probability of false alarm.
Generate confusion matrices and ROC for top performing spectral band
subsets using stratified random sampling.
Comparatively evaluate the band selection algorithms based on accuracy
assessment results.
List ofDeliverables
The following band selection algorithms developed underENVI:
Thresholded Divergence
Spectral Basis Functions
Forward Sequential Band Selection
The following classification algorithms developed under ENVI:
Signal-to-Clutter Ratio
Log-Likelihood Test Ratio
Accuracy assessmentmetric developed under
ENVI
Independent analysis confusion matrix
Stratified random sampling confusionmatrix
Independent analysis receiver operating (ROC) curves
Stratified random sampling ROC curves
A written document detailing the spectral band selection techniques and
their relative value across a range of images and exploitation algorithms.
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4.0 Background
4.1 Optimal Band Selection
Image collection using an increasing number of spectral bands has naturally resulted in
much greater quantities ofdata to be processed and analyzed. While computational
abilities have improved substantially in recent years, computational time and accuracy
concerns continue to steer sensor and algorithm development. Sensor research and
development would benefit immensely from reduced computational time and subsequent
cost if the spectral bands which would provide optimal imagery for a specified
application and /or scene could be known in advance. The goal thus far has been to
select the subset ofk bands from the total set ofN bands (where k <N) such that the
classification results do not suffer degradation. (Rosenblum, 1990)
A number ofmethods have been investigated with this end inmind. One of the earliest
techniques, known as Principal Components Analysis (Schowengerdt, 1983), is based on
the understanding that not all of the outputmultispectral image data necessarily contain
useful information. The principal components technique transforms the multispectral
data into a coordinate space with orthogonal axes that are uncorrelated and ordered
according to decreasing variance. Since only those transformed bands with higher levels
ofdata variance are usually useful for classification, the amount ofdata is reduced to a
limited number of transformed bands which maximize the data. While this technique is
well known, Schott et al. (1988) suggests that its nature as a post-acquisition tool
prohibits its use as a preliminary band selection tool.
4.1.1 Class SeparationMatrix
Schott, et al. (1988) developed a technique inwhich a class separation matrix is used to
determine optimal spectral bands. The metric is:
Z=[EEw,4]1/2 (1)
where d^- is theMahalanobis distance of class j from class i and w^ is theweight factor. A
geometrical representation of theMahalanobis distance is shown in Figure (1); the
mathematics are discussedmore thoroughly in Section (4.2.1). In Figure (1),Mt andMj
are themean vectors for class / and classy, x is the pixel column vector, and dt and a] are
the multivariate distances between the pixel column vector and the class means. In
general w was set to 1 for distances between target and background classes, and set to 0
for distances between backgrounds. The k bands resulting in amaximum value forZ are
Figure 1: Geometrical Representation of the Mahalanobis
Distance
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deemed optimal. This metric was designed specifically for use in conjunction with the
GML classifier.
4.1.2 Divergence. Transformed Divergence (TD). Bhattacharyya Distance (B
distance), and Jeffries-Matusita Distance (JM)
Mausel, et al. (1990) compares several techniques for optimal spectral band selection for
classification purposesh. Divergence, Transformed Divergence (TD), Bhattacharyya
Distance (B distance), and Jeffries-MatusitaDistance (JM) were selected based on their
demonstrated abilities to select subsets of spectral bands frommultidimensional data
resulting in reasonable classification results using the GML classifier.
Divergence as presented in Richards (1993) assumes that the class means and
covariances are normally distributed. The measure ofdivergence is written:
^Ir^-E^E;1^^
(2)
where is the class covariance matrix, u is the class mean vector, and Tr is the trace of
the matrix. The sum ofthe divergences for all possible class pairs is presented in
Rosenblum (1990) as the overall divergence; the set of spectral bands whichmaximized
the overall divergence should represent the greatest class separability and, therefore, the
best classification accuracy. A problem arises with divergence as a means ofband
selection because of its nonlinear relationship to classification accuracy. Richards
(1993) demonstrates that divergence increases as a quadratic function of separation
betweenmultispectral classes; a small increase in separation between classes which are
already distantwill result in a substantial increase in divergence which does not
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necessarily correspond to the relative change in classification accuracy.
Amodification known as the Transformed Divergence atones for this problem. Defined
as:
j/=2(l-e^8) (3)
the exponential results in asymptotic behavior as opposed to the quadratically increasing
behavior demonstrated by divergence.
A second distancemeasurement used for spectral band selection is known as the
BhattacharyyaDistance. Similarly based on the multi-dimensional distance between two





where once again Z is the class covariance matrix and (i is the class mean vector. A




The comparative analysis presented inMausel, et al. (1990) was based on classification
accuracies using data from the four best spectral bands selected by Divergence, TD, B-
distance, and JM. The analysis revealed that, while Divergence and B-distance provide
more precise statistical distances between the classes, TD and JM result in substantially
better spectral band selection based on GML classification accuracies. One additional
point of interest raised by Richards (1993) is that TD is much less computationally
intensive and, therefore, more cost effective than the slightly more accurate JM.
Each of the four techniques studied byMausel, et al. (1990), requires the same number
of calculations:
calculations^ ' : (s.
k\(N-k)\ 2\(M-2)\ W
whereN is the total number ofbands,M is the number of classes in the image, and k is
the number of spectral bands in the desired subset.
4.1.3 Thresholded Divergence
In herwork, Rosenblum (1990) expanded upon the aforementioned concepts to develop a
technique specifically intended for feature selection. Beginningwith the conditional
probability similar to that used in Gaussian Maximum Likelihood (GML) classification:
(2^1^.r (7)
P(M\i)= ^ e
where S; is the covariance matrix andMj andMj are the multivariate class mean vectors,






The quantity on the left side of equation (8) is the measured distance between two class
means when individual class covariances are used. Figure (2) illustrates how the distance
from toy will not be the same as the distance fromy to i in probability space when the
Figure 2: Statistical Distance Between Class Means
/ / \ \
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covariance matrix from classy is used. The dimensions of each ellipse in Figure (2)
depend on the class variance from which the statistical distances are measured. Based on
the ellipses shown, the variance for class / is considerably smaller than that of classy.
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Thus, the distance measurement between class / and classy based on the variance in class
i is larger than the distancemeasurement based on the variance in classy.
The right side of equation (8) defines the necessary separation distance between two





If the measured distance (D; + ln|E;| ) between two class means is greater than d^^, the
distance is sufficient for reasonable classification accuracies. Finally, a ratio is




in which values for d-.^ greater than 1 are set equal to 1 .
The ratio of thresholded distances between all classes for a specified subset of features
form a matrix
drll drl2 - 4-.,\
LD. = \dr21
d., ... . d..
(12)
where d^ is the ratio of the distance between classes 1 and 2 using the covariancematrix
for class 2. The sum of the matrix elements represents the quality of class mean
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separation using the specified feature subset. That subset resulting in the highest summed
distance ratio
D'A^drji (13)/=0m=0 v '
should represent the optimal subset of features.
This metric was used in conjunctionwith the GML classifier. The results of the study
presented in Rosenblum (1990) demonstrated that the thresholded Mahalanobis-like
distance Dr produced classification accuracies equivalent to those obtained via
Transformed Divergence, yet required approximately 1/6 the computational time.
4.1.4 Forward Sequential Band Selection (FSBS)
While the Bhattacharyya Distance used in the JM measurement was presented earlier in
section (4.1.2) as computationally intensive without substantially greater classification
accuracy as compared to Thresholded Divergence, a different approach presented in
Hardie (1994) seems promising for optimal spectral band selection.
Hardie (1994) strongly suggests using prescreening to initially eliminate extraneous
spectral bands. Once this is accomplished, an optimal set can be determined. Used in
conjunction with target/background multispectral imagery, this technique as it is
presented assumes sufficient training data from both the target and background class.
The procedure is as follows:
(a) Select the band with the highest B-distance of theN candidates.
(b) Pair each of the remaining (N-l) bands with that selected in step (a) and select
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the band yielding the largest 2-D B-distance.
(c) Pair the remaining (N-2) bands with the pair selected in step (b); choose the
band yielding the largest 3-D B-distance.
(d) Repeat the procedure until the desired number ofbands, J, have been selected.





where \i is the class mean and S is the class covariance matrix. Where training data are
required, the class mean vectors and covariance matrices can be approximated by the
training sample class mean and covariance. This process is referred to throughout the
course of this study as Forward Sequential Band Selection (FSBS). Using the above
procedure, the number ofB-distance computations is:
calculations=J(N-+) ,., ~
2 2 (15)
Hardie was able to show using this method that the set ofoptimal spectral bands for
target identification varied according to class.
4.1.5 Spectral Basis Functions
A technique introduced by Price (1994) expands the image over a set ofbasis functions
to determine the location andwidth of the spectral intervalswhich optimize the system.
The idea ofusing basis functions to approximate a distribution is not new. The well-
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known Fourier series is perhaps the best known set ofbasis functions. The Fourier
representationmay be used to approximate the square wave function as a sum of sines




, -K<x<(2 \ %
f[x)=\0,x=niz (16)l-l, ni v '
The Fourier Series can be written:
ftx)=a0+^2 ancosnx+J2 bnsinnx (17)
where a0, an and bn are coefficients and the periodic functions cos(nx) and sin(nx) are
basis functions. Definite integrals relate the coefficients to the periodic functions as
follows:
an= [2nMcos(nt)dt nS\
bn=(2*Msm(nt)dt (19)TWO v '
Figures (3) and (4) illustrate how individual sine curves may be summed to approximate
the square wave function defined in Equation (16).
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Figure 3: Individual Sine Curves
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Figure 4: Summed Sine Curves - Step
Function Approximation
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where theN-dimensional vectorx represents a measured spectrum, the coefficients S,
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are wavelength integrals, and q>(X) are the basis function spectral shapes.
4.1.5.a Development
Price (1992) bases the development of this approximation on a three-step iterative
process. In the first step, he uses Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization to select a
preliminary set ofM-dimensional basis vectors. We can begin by defining jc to be a
spectral measurement ofdimensionalityN,
xa=(x^2,..jcn) (21)
and (Sx) to be a set of residual measurement vectors of level K. For K=0, (Sx) represents
the difference from the mean of the data set (Sx= x-<x>) while for values ofK > 0, (Sx)
can be written Sx=x- (fit to levelK). Based on these definitions, we can construct a
basis iteration K+l by selecting vectors dx for which \dx\>e . Selection of swill be
described shortly. The process begins by averaging the first Af spectra which obey the




Subsequent vectors are reduced in this process by subtracting the previously obtained
projections. For example, after ex is obtained, each vector is reduced to
bx/=6x-(e^6x)e1 (23)
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Subsequent unit vectors e; are based on the previously obtained vectors e,.j. An initial
value for e is determined by trial and error such thatMvectors are selected. This value is
then-reduced accordingly in subsequent iterations. After several iterations, we can
represent each spectrum by
6*=E(,0&*)rEw (24)
where c,=(e, -Sx) and r is the residual.
In step two, Price (1992) derives the principal components of the covariance matrix |c,c,|
to calculate theM-dimensional eigenvectors C, that exhibit most of the total variability in
the original spectrum. These M eigenvectors may be used to approximate theN-
dimensional eigenvectors
*i=X Cifj (25)
of theN-dimensional original data. We can express Sx at level K as
to-Ef'i CA- (26)
where C{=(Et -Sx). It is important to note that the original e as well as the vectorsE are
subject to noise in the measured spectra.
The third step is based on the understanding thatmost of the variability in the spectra is
described by the first few eigenvectors, E, that these eigenvectors vary continuously and
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relatively slowly with respect to wavelength, and that each eigenvector represents the
spectral behavior across the full spectrum. With this in mind, a single parameter can be
written
SN ffixB_a.= - f^raax)8x adX (2Ti
where the integral across the broad-band interval from the spectral region where the first
eigenvector is large describes the total spectral behavior of the eigenvector. It is
important to note that the integral value is simply an approximation due to the exclusion
of the smaller eigenvector contributions to the broad-band integral. The obtained
integral value can then be used to construct awavelength-dependent fitting function
fix'-qtfW (28)





The definition of the normalization for <p is
J ' ' [Xj(max)-Xj(mm)]hfpm) ' (30)
and the value 8x at each iteration level K is approximated by
19-
fix|..^)tf^)/&e<ftx (31)
Level K is reached when the residual vectors are dominated by noise or no longer display
an observable pattern. Convergence depends on accurate selection of the spectral
interval corresponding to the first eigenvector, ~EV Finally, since the mean of the data set
is well described by <p, it follows that
*8-Ef-i<P,(W (32)
which is the approximation to the measured spectrumx at level K.
4.1.5.b Application
Initial Interval Selection
Assuming no apriori knowledge of the data set under consideration, Price (1994)
initiates interval selection for the given multispectral spectrum x by averaging the






2 r A; (34)
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Using these averaged values, the cosignal matrix, Cn, is calculated:
1 ^
Cij z^xtxJ (35)
where the trace of the cosignal matrix represents an estimate of the total variance in the
data. A trial spectral interval\ is selected. The remaining spectral measurements, Xj,


















where the corresponding residual trace is determined to be:
Tr^-lXC^rfr*
(40)
Price (1994) uses this calculation to determine an initial estimate of spectral intervals in
which residual is determined for each possible value ofh. The value ofh resulting in the
smallest residual value is selected, and the entire process is repeated beginning with the
new cosignal matrix
Cy1 for selection of the remaining spectral intervals. Reduction of
the residual by 99.9% is considered a reasonable result. Using the determined spectral
intervals in the spectral basis function equations provides an initial approximation to the
set ofoptimal spectral intervals.
Basis Function Calculation
The set ofbasis functions is calculated using the determined initial spectral intervals and
the following sequence (Price, 1994). From theory, we know that each S, is the integral






so that Si=s, and for z>l







where d,,= 1. By substitution and changing the order of summation, then, we obtain:
i-i j-i
sfsrZZbikdQSj (46)










If the quantity P is defined such that
P.^EEd^djfs^) (49)
>t=i/=i







The sequence ofbasis function calculations is as follows:
(a) Compute <xs;> and <S;Sj> for i and j from 1 toM;
(b) Compute the first basis function (p1=<xs1>/<s12>;
Fori>l,
(c) Compute by with equation (43);
(d) Compute d^with equation (47); and
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(e) Calculate q>{ in terms ofby, dy, <SjSj> and the lower-order basis functions q)j
using equations (49) and (50).
Interval Refinement
Additional refinement of the preliminary basis functions is required, however, to produce
an optimal set. Price (1994) suggests the following procedure:
(a) Broaden or narrow the preliminary spectral interval so that a central element
of the spectral basis function, (p, exceeds a value of 0.85 - 0.90 . While
broadening the interval increases the signal-to-noise ratio, narrowing the interval
eliminates regions with poor correlation to the main signal.
(b) In the case ofoverlap such that both basis functions are above 0.85-0.90, a
wavelength should be selected which separates the two intervals at the value at
which the preliminary basis functions are equal.
(c) Using the finalized spectral intervals, calculate the set ofoptimal basis
functions using equations (41)-(50).
Price used this technique in conjunction with reflectance data sets of special interest to
agriculture covering the range 0.40 - 2.50 jam. Itwas found that, for the data considered,
15-25 spectral intervals were sufficiently representative of the range of spectral
variability. However, the presence ofminerals and artificial materials required more
spectral intervals for adequate representation.
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4.1.6 Summary
The three-band selection algorithms chosen for further analysis are Thresholded
Divergence (TD), Spectral Basis Functions (SBF) and Forward Sequential Band
Selection (FSBS). Thresholded Divergence was selected for its demonstrated
effectiveness when used in conjunction with GML classification. The FSBS technique
uses Bayesian statistics similar to those used in TD, but specifically for the task of target
identification rather than land cover classification. Finally, SBF was selected for its
mathematical robustness and lack of specific classification algorithm forwhich itwas
intended. Each of the three band-selection techniques will be applied to the known or
predicted class statistics of the sample images to select the k best bands. The selected
optimal band sets selected by the three techniques will be compared. The imageswill
then be classified using Gaussian Maximum Likelihood for landcover classification, and
Signal-to-Clutter Ratio and Log-Likelihood Test Ratio for target identification. The
landcover classification results will be entered into confusionmatrices based on both
independent sampling and stratified random sampling for analysis and comparison.
Similarly, the target-identification results will be entered into ROC curves based on both
independent sampling and stratified random sampling for analysis and comparison. In
this way,direct comparisons can be made of the results of each band selector for a single




Numerous techniques exist for the classification ofmultispectral images. Differences
between the various methodologies arise in the implied assumptions, statistical rigor, and
desired output. As this study will concentrate on two of the more predominant
classification types, landcover and target/background, the methods selected for
discussion are accepted and established classification techniques.
4.2.1 Gaussian Maximum Likelihood
Frequently, a multispectral image is segmented into various distinct classes according to
material or landcover type. While a number of techniques perform this type of
classification, this study will focus on GaussianMaximum Likelihood classification
under Bayesian assumptions. Previous studies (Nessmiller, 1995) have shown GML to be
a solid approach with classification accuracies better than those acquired using FuzzyK-
Means techniques and approaching those ofARTMAP. A detailed presentation ofGML
classification is found in Schott (1997).
We define a column vector (X) comprised ofdigital count values (DC) in each ofJ
spectral bands for each pixel, where
XT=[DCl,DC2,...,DCJ] (51)
The multivariate mean for class i can be written
M r=P^g/, DCiavg2, ...,DC^] (52)
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where the K classes are represented by i - 1, ...,K.
Bayesian probability theory defines the a posteriori probability that a pixel with spectral




where the apriori probability, p(/), is the probability of a randomly sampled pixel being
in a given class; the conditional probability, p(X|z), describes the probability ofa vector
occurring subject to the condition that we are sampling from the ith class; and p(X) is the
probability of the digital count occurring anywhere in the image.
When the class histograms can be assumed to be approximately Gaussian, the mean
vector and covariance matrix of the training data can be used to estimate the conditional




















forN pixels in the sample set.
Substituting back into equation (53) yields the aposteriori probability for X if the data
are normally distributed.
v(i) [-Ux-MfS^X-M,)]
p(i\X)= S^- e 2 ,*
p(X)(2ny/2\S.\m <57>
However, since p(X) is the same for all classes and thuswill not alter the rank ordering
of the aposteriori probabilities, it can be eliminated from the classifier to obtain a
simpler expression:
D'rP(X\i)p(i) (58)
Additional simplification is achieved by redefining D via a logarithm:
D^ln^OJ-^^-Iln^-I^-J^)^1^-^) (59)
Values of the mean vectorMj and die covariance matrix S; can be estimated from
training data, and the apriori probability p(z') can be estimated. The pixel corresponding
to the spectral vector X is assigned to the class yielding the highest value for Dj. Where
the class probabilities can be assumed equal and the sign of the function is reversed, the
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discriminant can be written:
2>,=lnPJ+(X-MfS:\X-M) (60)
Finally, in the case where both the class probabilities p(z) and the class covariances St are
equal, the first three terms ofD; no longer contribute to the discriminating ability ofthe
metric. The discriminant then reduces to
Dr(X-MfS-\X-M) (61)
which is commonly referred to as the square of the Mahalanobis distance. Figure (5)
provides a visualization ofGML classification of a two-band image with three classes.











Each ellipsoid is representative of the GML discriminant value and centered about its
multivariate meanM. In this case, the pixel vector* would be classified as a member of
class 1 . Diagonal ellipsoids are the result ofcorrelation between class digital counts in
the two spectral bands.
When using the GML classifier, it is crucial that the training data set be sufficiently
robust, the data approximate a Gaussian distribution, and that all classes are included in
the training data.
4.2.2 Signal to Clutter Ratio
A second desirable use formultispectral imagery is the detection ofsmall targets in
highly structured backgrounds. In signal detection, noise is loosely defined to be any
process that can obscure or eliminate the pattern to be detected, and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is used to evaluate the effect of system noise on the output. Inmultispectral
imagery used for target detection, the background pixels act as noise. However, since
this noise is not internal to the system, it is commonly referred to as clutter, and the
signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) is used as ameasure of target detectability. (Thomas, 1994)
Mathematically, the multidimensional SCR can be expressed in terms of the spectral
signature of the target, b, and the covariance matrix of the background clutter,M
(Kanodia et al, 1996; Stacker et al, 1990):
SCR=[b TM-lb\m (62)
It is interesting to note that the SCR is similar to the square root ofthe aforementioned
Mahalanobis distance, although the target class mean vector is not subtracted from the
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spectral signature of the target. Hardie (1994) additionally points out that the SCR
measure is essentially the first term of the Bhattacharyya distance represented in
Equation (14) in the case where ^ = 0, although the SCR does not account for class
separability based on covariance differences.
In the course ofclassification, the SCR acts as a hypothesis test. As described by
Thomas (1994), the vector b represents an image pixel such that the relative position ofb
with respect to the clutter center is used to assign the pixel to the target or background
class. The elliptical decision boundary for this two band space is determined using the
sample mean and covariance estimates. A graphical representation ofSCR
classification is shown in Figure (6). In this hypothetical case, b would more likely be
assigned to the target class.










4.2.3 Log-Likelihood Test Ratio
A second conrmonly used classification technique for target detection is die Log-
Likelihood Ratio test described in Yu, et al. (1993), Stacker, et al. (1990), and Hardie
(1994). An optimum detector is defined as thatwhich maximizes the probability of
detecting a signal pattern, or similarly, that which minimizes the probability of
classification error. Assuming two classes (target and background), hypotheses can be
defined inwhich the symbol >Hb indicates that the spectral vector x belongs to the
background class while the symbol >Ht indicates that x belongs to the target class.
Bayesian statistics define a likelihood ratio inwhich :
p(x\H) , P.
l(x) _. i_L___ii ___
p(xpb) Pt (63)
where p(x|Hb) and p(x|H^ are the conditional probability density functions for the
observed spectral vector x. Pb and Pt are the apriori probabilities. Using the likelihood
Figure 7: Elliptical Acceptance Region
(Rencher,1995)
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function, if /(x) > P/P- the pixel is classified as target; ifnot, it is classified as
background. A graphical representation of this classification process is provided in
Figure (7).
It can be useful (Hardie, 1994) to apply the logarithm to the likelihood function to obtain:
-ln(/(*))
= -]n(p(x\Hb)) + ]n(p(x\Ht)) <*' ln(-^) (M)"b
In the case where both the target and background classes are assumed to be Gaussian
distributions, the decision rule can be written as a quadratic function in x:
AC*) = -\(x-bm\x-b) ~ |(*-n,)E;Vn,) >Hl ln
- ilni^| (65)
where }i represents the class mean and is the class covariance matrix.
In the special case where the class covariances are equal, the decision rule reduces to a
linear function in x; if (^ = 0 the decision rule essentially reduces to the Signal-to-Clutter




Clearly, the optimal means for assessing classification accuracywould be to compare the
classified image with ground-truth data for each point in the image. Such an intensive
comparison would be impractical and unreasonable; if the entire ground truth were
known there would be no reason to perform the classification. Instead, sampling
methods are used to assess accuracy.
4.3.1 Sample Selection
Richards (1993), Schott (1997), andRosenblum (1990) discuss the importance of
sample selection for successful evaluation. Dependent/independent analysis is
considered a simple, yet less accurate approach. Since the initial training ofthe classifier
involves selection ofclass-representative pixels, it is possible to use only a percentage of
the selected pixels to develop class statistics; the remaindermay be used to assess
accuracy. Those pixels used by the classifier are considered dependentwhile the
remainder are considered independent as they do not influence classification.
Weaknesses affiliated with this method include a lack ofrobustness due to the limited
nature of the sample set.
A second option calls for random sampling of individual pixels from across the image for
comparison with reference data. In this way, inaccuracies due to correlation are
eliminated. A potential problem in a purely random approach exists in the correlation
between the number ofpixels sampled from a given class and the relative size of that
class in the image; a large class will have a larger sample size than a smaller class. An
approach suggested by Richards (1993) calls for stratified random sampling inwhich the
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image is divided into user-defined strata based on thematic class. Each stratum then is
randomly sampled to determine classification accuracy. This method, used in
Rosenblum (1990), yielded lower, more conservative classification accuracies which
were estimated to more closely resemble actual results on the whole image.
4.3.2 Confusion Matrices
The results of such accuracy assessment can be expressed in a tabular form referred to as
a confusionmatrix and discussed in Schott (1997) and Richards (1993). A sample
confusion matrix is shown in Table (1) where the percentages represent the proportion
ofpixels correctly and incorrectly labeled by the classifier. In many cases the
percentages ofcorrect classifications are averaged to provide an overall classification




% classified as class
Class 1 2 3 4 5
1 93.5 0.0 2.2 0.0 4.3
2 0.0 29.7 65.7 0.8 3.8
3 12.3 0.0 87.4 0.3 0.0
4 0.0 0.0 1.4 98.6 0.0
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
% Accuracy 81.8
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accuracy. This method of accuracy assessment will be used in conjunction with the
GML classification results.
4.3.3 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves
In the case of signal detection, isosensitivity curves, also known as receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves, are commonly used to assess accuracy (Snodgrass, 1975).
When a signal is present in background clutter, the algorithm or individual taskedwith
signal detection can produce any of four possible results. A true positive( "hit") is
defined as the correct identification of the signal; a false positive "false alarm")
corresponds to any pixel incorrectly identified as signal when it really belongs to clutter;
a false negative ("miss") describes any signal pixel not identified as signal; and finally a
true negative ("correct rejection") corresponds to any pixel correctly identified as clutter.
When a sample set is testedwith respect to this criteria, probabilities for each of the four
categories can be calculated. These probabilities are frequently illustrated in matrix or
plot format. Inmatrix form, the probabilities are displayed as illustrated in Table (2)
where S andN refer to signal and clutter, respectively. Using this notation, Pr(S/N)
signifies the probability of categorizing a pixel as signal given that it belongs to the
clutter class.
Table 2: Stimuli/Response Metric
Response







These probabilities can also be presented as isoprobability, or receiver operating
characteristic (ROC), curves in which the probability ofa bit is plotted against the
probability ofa false alarm. A sample ROC curve is shown in Figure (8). This technique
will be used in conjunction with the Signal-to-Clutter Ratio and Log-Likelihood Ratio
classification results.
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0 APPROACH
While it is unlikely that a single algorithm, or even a series of algorithms, can provide
results comparable to those obtained with the case-specific techniques, it is conceivable
that such a process might provide sub-optimal, yet reasonable, results across the range of
scenarios and exploitation algorithms. With this in mind, this studywill focus on the
implementation ofThresholded Divergence, Spectral Basis Functions, and Forward
Sequential optimal spectral band selection techniques across multiple scenarios and
multiple classification algorithms. The effectiveness ofeach of these band selection
techniques will be evaluatedwith respect to classification accuracymetrics to determine
if any one band selection algorithm proves effective across the range of scenarios,
classification algorithms, and input parameter sets.
5.1 ImageData
Images selected for this series of tests encompass the necessary characteristics for both
landcover classification and target identification. Landcover classification requires a
wide sampling of terrain and content, whereas target identification requires that a clear
target be distinguished from background clutter. In this particular study, images
containing landcover classes and target/background pairs with similar spectral
characteristic were particularly desirable for stressing the band selection algorithms.
TwoM7 images and two Hydice images represented a sufficiently robust data set
incorporating all of the required characteristics.
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5.1.1 Tank Scene
The image referred to throughout this study as the tank scene (Figure 9) was captured as
part of the Southern Rainbow collection by the Environmental Research Institute of
Michigan (ERIM) using a 16-band M7 aerial line scanner. The bandpasses used in this
study are listed in Table (3); the thermal band (16) was not used in the study. This scene
presented a range ofnatural and man-made land cover classes including parking lots,
building roofs, roads, forest, and scrub. The generic scrub class was sub-divided into
multiple classes in order to stress the band selection algorithms. Man-made building
roofs served as targets for the target identification algorithms.
Figure 9: Tank Scene
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Table 3: SouthernRainbow Bandpass


















The scene referred to as the desert scene was collected using the Daedalus airborne
sensor as part of the Western Rainbow Joint Camouflage Concealment and Deception
(JCCD) collection. While this scene provided less variety than the tank scene, it
includedman-made vehicles (tanks) for target identification andmultiple sand types with
similar spectral characteristics to stress the band selection
Figure 10: Desert
Scene algorithms. A tent served as the target for target identification
algorithms. As with the tank scene, the thermal bands were not
used. The remaining 10 bandpasses are listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Western Rainbow Bandpass















The scene referred to throughout this study as thepanel scene
is a portion of the ARM-HYDICE scene, Run 07, collected by ||
the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment
sensor (HYDICE). The sensor is an imaging
spectroradiometerwith a cryogenically cooled InSb focal
plane array. The bandpass of 0.40 to 2.5 microns is
contiguously sampledwith spectral channels ofwidth 10 nm.
This particular subset of the ARM-HYDICE site offers a range
ofnatural andman-made landcover classes including various
pasture types, water, wheat, buildings, roads and a series of
man-made reflectance panels. One reflectance panel was used





Thepasture scene is also a portion of the ARM-HYDICE
scene, Rim 07, collected by the Hyperspectral Digital
Imagery Collection Experiment sensor (HYDICE). While
this scene had fewer landcover classes than thepanel scene,
it included pasture, water, unknown, and various types of
wheat. A small pond served as the target. Wheat fields were




5.2 Training Data Sets Figure 14: Sample ROI Training Set
Class training sets are collections of the
digital counts in each spectral band for user-
selected pixels. Landcover class training
sets as well as target and background
training sets were acquired from the test
images using Environment for Visualizing
Information (ENVI). The data sets were
applied to Eigenvector Pre-Selection,
ThresholdedDivergence, Forward Sequential Band Selection, GaussianMaximum
Likelihood, Signal-to-Clutter Ratio, and Log-Likelihood Test Ratio. The ROI selection
tool was used to superimpose colored polygons over the image in order to designate the
desired classes. A different color polygon was used for each class as shown in Figure
(14). Six training class sets were built for each image: two simple landcover class sets,
two sub-divided landcover class sets, and two target/background sets. Within each of the
three types ofROI sets, one setwas used in the band selection and classification
algorithms, while the other was used for construction of the independent analysis
confusion and stimuli/response matrices. The simple landcover class set differs from the
sub-divided landcover class set in that some generic landcover classes were subdivided
into separate classes with similar spectral characteristics in an attempt to stress the band
selection algorithms.
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5.3 Spectral Band Selection
Pre-selection techniques limit the initial set of candidate spectral bands, but they are
generally not capable ofdetermining the optimal set of spectral bands. For this reason,
further statistical analysis is required. As discussed in section (4.1), a number of spectral
band-selection techniques exist. For the most part, however, these existing studies have
been fairly limited in scope in that each technique is geared towards a specific image
type or classification algorithm. Inmany cases, the specific class statistics or post
processing algorithm are not known apriori. The aforementioned case-specific
algorithms, then, are of limited value in the predetermination ofoptimal spectral bands,
and an algorithm or series of algorithms effective over a range of scenarios or
classification techniques would be of tremendous value.
The three band-selection algorithms chosen for further analysis are Thresholded
Divergence (TD), Spectral Basis Functions (SBF) and Forward Sequential Band
Selection (FSBS). Thresholded Divergence was selected for its demonstrated
effectiveness when used in conjunction with GML classification. The FSBS technique
uses Bayesian statistics similar to those used in TD, but specifically for the task of target
identification rather than landcover classification. Finally, SBF was selected for its
mathematical robustness and lack of specific classification algorithm forwhich it was
intended. Each of the three band-selection techniques was applied to the known or
predicted class statistics ofthe sample images to select the k best bands. The optimal
band sets selected by the three techniques were compared. The images were then
classified using GML for landcover classification, and SCR and Log-Likelihood Test
Ratio for target identification. The landcover classification results were used to
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construct confusionmatrices based on both independent sampling and stratified random
sampling for analysis and comparison. Similarly, ROC curves were computed from
target-identification results based on both independent sampling and stratified random
sampling for analysis and comparison. In this way, a direct comparisonwas made
between the results of each band selector for a single image and across the range of
images with respect to both landcover classification and target identification.
5.3.1 Eigenvector Pre-Selection Approach
While several techniques for spectral band pre-selection have been used, Rosenblum
(1990) demonstrated that the eigenvector criteria presented inMausel, et al. (1990)
produced the best results. Using Principal Components Analysis, a data set ofM spectral
bands andN pixels is transformed into a set ofM orthogonal eigenvectors, where each
eigenvector is a combination of the originalM spectral bands. These eigenvectors are
ranked according to decreasing total variance. Thus, the first eigenvectors containmore
'information' than then later eigenvectors. Rosenblum (1990) suggests that the firstK
eigenvectors (those with the greatest variance) should be examined for pre-selection of
the bestK spectral bands. The bandwith the largest positive or negative loading is then
chosen from each eigenvector. Selecting one band from each eigenvector assures
minimal correlation in the selected set of spectral bands.
This eigenvector approach to pre-selection has been integrated into theENVI
environment for direct use with the input images and class training sets. Eigenvector Pre-
Selectionwas intended to designate an adequate subset of spectral bands fromwhich an
optimal set could be chosen using band-selection algorithms rather than optimize the set
of spectral bands itself. In the course ofdata collection, however, the eigenvector pre-
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selection algorithmwas additionally evaluated based on final subset selection for each
image. The user was required to provide the appropriate image ROI's and the desired
spectral band subset size; ENVI outputs the selected spectral band names in widget
format as illustrated in Figure (15).
Figure 15: Sample Eigenvector Pre-Selection Output
Hffljh| Band Selection Output
Done
Resize (Resize (R15:rsrf6r12.bsq):t3nk_scerie_1nn.bsq)





Resize [Resize (R2:rsrf6r1 2. bsq):taTk_scene, 1m.bsq]
5.3.2 Thresholded Divergence
The Thresholded Divergence (TD) method ofband selection discussed in Section (4.1.3)
requires predetermination of the threshold value d^j/, used to separate features.
Rosenblum (1990) arbitrarily selected a value of 1.0 x
10"15 forP(X\i), the probability of
misclassification, so that the calculated threshold distancewould be greater than the
calculated distance between class means inmost cases. Ifthe threshold distancewas not
greater than the calculated distance between the class means, multiple subsets would
produce the same maximum value and the algorithm would be unable to distinguish
between subsets. Rosenblum (1990) is careful to point out that the selected value for
P(X|z) was notmeaningful since the assumption ofnormally distributed variables was




A variation on the TD procedure introduced by Rosenblum (1990) was also investigated
in the course of this study. This variation referred to as TDModified specifically
addressed those cases inwhich the actual distance between the class means was greater
than the threshold distance, resulting in values for d,.^ greater than 1 .0. In Rosenblum
(1990), d^ values greater than 1 .0 were set equal to 1 .0. In TDModified, the
stipulation that d,.^ values greater than 1.0 be set equal to 1.0 was eliminated.
Both of the TD variations were integrated into theENVI environment. In each case,
the user was required to provide the image with appropriate ROFs, the desired spectral
band subset size, and the probability ofmisclassification, P(X|z). The first input
parameter widget shown in Figure (16) allowed the user to select the appropriate image
and specify the TD input spectral band subset resulting from the Eigenvector Pre-
Figure 16: Thresholded Divergence Input ParameterWidget
_f| Thresholded Divergence Input File
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Selection algorithm output. The second input parameterwidget shown in Figure (17)
allowed the user to input the remaining parameters as well as the desired output
filename. The TD algorithm output the subset band names in a widget similar to that
shown in Figure (15). For TD Threshold, a separate threshold determination routine was
run prior to the TD routine. This routine simply required the input image with
appropriate ROFs. Calculated values for the probability ofmisclassification, P(X\i), and
thresholdwere printed in the IDL command window.
Figure 17: ThresholdedDivergence Input Parameter
Widget
I _B| Thresholded Divergence Input Parameters
Number of bands in spectral subset






Enter Output Filename Choose j
OK j2 Cancel |
5.3.3 Forward Sequential Band Selection
The Forward Sequential Band Selection technique was integrated into theENVI
environment. The routine simply required an input image with appropriate ROI's and
the desired spectral band subset size. Input parameterwidgets were similar to those used
in the TD routine discussed in Section (5.3.2). The output subset spectral band names
were presented in awidget similar to that illustrated in Figure (15).
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5.3.4 Spectral Basis Functions
The Spectral Basis Function technique as presented in Section (4.1.5) was integrated into
theENVI environment and applied to each of the four sample images. The routine
required an input image (no ROI's were required in this method), the original number of
bands in the input image or input image subset, the spectral band information file name,
the spectral range averaging number, and the desired spectral band subset size as is
shown in Figure (18). The spectral band information file for each image was buUtwithin
IDL
. It consists of a 2-dimensional array whose members are the minimum and
maximum wavelength values for each input image spectral band. The information file is
a variation on the .wav files which accompany Hydice imagery. The spectral averaging
number is die fixed number over which the input spectrum is averaged in the course of
initial interval selection discussed in Section (4.1.5). The routine output initial interval
selection results in the IDL window. Basis function results for each iterationwere
Figure 18: Spectral Basis Input Parameter Widget
s| Spectral Basis Function Input Parameters
,
Number of Bands r> Image or Image Si&set
15
Enter the spectral band information file name
IT
tankwv
Spectra) range averacpng number
1.




Output Result to (* File
<""
Memory
Enter Output Filename Choose |
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output inwidget format as shown in Figure (19) where the user was able to clickOK to
continue with another iteration, or click CANCEL to end the routine and output final
subset selection results to awidget.
Initial rims on all of the sample images revealed results inconsistent with those suggested
by theory presented in Price (1997). Both the tank and desert scenes produced basis
function values orders ofmagnitude less than one. Subsequent iterations did not
significantly improve the results. Both of the Hydice images produced basis function
values greater than one. As a result, the decisionwas made to focus more specifically on
Figure 19: SBF First Iteration OutputWidget
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die method used for initial interval selection. If the initial interval selection was shown
to produce classification results comparable to those obtained by the other band selection
techniques under evaluation, then the SBF methodwould warrant amore thorough
examination. Since the initial interval selection results were not comparable to those
obtained by the other band selection techniques, however, it was concluded that the SBF
technique would not serve as a strong candidate for optimal band selection. As a result, a
modified routine designed to perform only initial interval selection was integrated into
the ENVI environment. This routine required the same input parameters, although die
spectral range averaging number was set equal to 1 .0 for all data runs in order to
maintain the original bandwidths for direct comparison with output subsets from the
other band selection routines. Due to array size limitations andmemory allocation
difficulties, full Hydice images could not be used. Instead, only image band subsets based
on the Eigenvector Pre-Selection results were input into the initial interval selection
routine. The tank and desert scenes were evaluated using both full and subset image
spectral band sets. Selected subset band names were output to a widget similar to that
shown in Figure (15).
5.4 Classification and AccuracyAssessment Algorithms
Image classification using GaussianMaximum Likelihood, Signal-to-Clutter ratio, and
Log-Likelihood test ratio in theENVI environment was a straightforward process.
GML, the only routine used in the course of this study provided byENVI, required the
user to input the image with landcover ROFs and select the spectral bands in the subset
under evaluation. The GML routine output a class map image ready for input into both
the independent analysis and stratified random sampling confusion matrix generation
routines.
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The SCR algorithm input parameter FigUre 20. signal-to-Clutter Input Parameter
widget is shown in Figure (20). The Widget
userwas required to provide the input -1
SCR Input Parameters
ftegton of TargetQass Representation
1.
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imagewith the target/background ROI
set and once again select the spectral
bands in the subset under evaluation.
Additional parameters required for
SCR classification included the
region of target class representation
and the threshold value. The region
oftarget class representation
depended on how the ROFs were
constructed. The default valuewas set to 1, inwhich case ROI #1 represented the target
class while ROI #2 defined the background clutter. The threshold value was that value
against which the calculated SCR value was compared. Pixelswith SCR values greater
than the threshold were classified as target pixels, while those resulting in values lower
than the threshold were classified as background pixels. The user was required to input
the threshold as some percentage of the maximum image pixel value. For example, a
desired threshold of25 percent of the maximum image pixel value would be entered as
simply 0.25. Each spectral band subset for each image in the sample set passed through
the SCR routine a minimum ofthree times, varying the threshold value in order to
acquire sufficient data to performROC analysis. The SCR routine output a class map
image ready for input into both the independent analysis and stratified random sampling
ROC curve generation routines.
The input parameters for LOG differ only slightly from those required by SCR. The user
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was required to provide the input image
with the target/background ROI set and Figure 21: Log-Likelihood Test Ratio Input
once again select the spectral bands in the r aa-Ll^-^L,
b| Log-Likelihood Input Parameters
Region of TargetPass Representation
1.
ProbatMGty of target Class
0.05
F'robability of Background Class
0.95
OutputResult to (* Fde C Memory
Eiiter Output Filename Choose
OK Cancel
subset under evaluation. Additional
parameters shown in Figure (21) included
the region of target class representation as
discussed above, the probability of the
target class, and the probability of the
background class. The probability ofthe
target class is the probability that a
randomly selected pixel would be a
member of the target class; the
probability of the background class is
most simply described as (1-probability
of target class). Each spectral band
subset for each image in the sample set passed through the LOG routine aminimum of
three times, varying the probability of target and probability ofbackground values in
order to acquire sufficient data to perform ROC analysis. The LOG routine output a
class map image ready for input into both the independent analysis and stratified random
sampling ROC curve generation routines.
Both the confusion matrix and ROC curve independent analysis accuracy assessment
routines required the user to input a truth image and a class map image. The truth image
was the original image accompanied by a ROI set other than that used for classification,
butmade up of the same landcover or target/background classes. The confusion matrix
generation routine output a simple accuracy confusionmatrix to both the
IDL
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command window and the user-selected filename. The ROC generation routine output a
stimuli/response metric in the format shown in Table (2) to both the IDL command
window and the user-selected filename.
The stratified random sampling accuracy assessment routines were more complex. Both
required the user to input an original image, a class map image, and the desired number
of training points. The ROC routine additionally required the user to input the region of
target class representation. The routine would randomly generate a coordinate set and
check the selected pixel's class value in the class map image to make sure that the
appropriate number ofpixels were selected from each class. A user interfacewidget
displayed the selected pixel coordinates and allowed the user to input the pixel's true
class as shown in Figure (22). The user could independently pinpoint the appropriate
pixel by simultaneously accessing the Interactive Display -> Pixel Locator option under
the Functions menu in the image display window shown in Figure (23). This process
was repeated until the appropriate number ofpixels were queried in each class. The
confusion matrix generation routine output a simple accuracy confusion matrix to both
the IDL command window and the user-selected filename. The ROC generation
routine output a stimuli/response metric in the format shown in Table (2) to both the
IDL
command window and the user-selected filename.
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Enter the pixel's true class:
Cancel OK
Figure 23: Pixel Locator Access Path























The testmetric data shown in Table (5) was collected for each image in the sample set.
Two sets ofEigenvector Pre-Selection datawere acquired: the first set was an initial
down-select for use in subsequent band-selection while the second set was a down-select
to the final image subset for direct comparison with the other band-selection techniques.
The nomenclature is as follows: the first element describes the band selection technique,
the second element describes the initial down-select band set used by the band selection
algorithm under evaluation, and the final element describes the ROI set used. Class 1
describes the generic landcover class ROI. Class2 describes the landcover class ROI in
which generic landcover classes were sub-divided. Tg refers to the target/background
ROI set. For example, TD orig/pl /class 1 describes the subset acquired using the TD
original routine, the pre-selection spectral band output using classl, and the classl ROFs.
Table 5: Testmetric for data collection.
Image Name
Pre-select (pl)/classl Pre-select (p2)/class2
TD orig/pl/classl TDmod/pl/classl FSBS/pl/classl
TD orig/p2/class2 TD mod/p2/class2 FSBS/p2/class2
TD orig/pl /class2 TDmod/pl/class2 FSBS/pl/class2
TD orig/pl/tg TD mod/pl/tg FSBS/pl/tg




Complete data sets for spectral band subsets of2 bands and 4 bands were built for each
image. Each spectral band subset for each complete data set was classified and analyzed
using GML, SCR, and LOG in conjunction with the appropriate accuracy assessment
metric.
Each spectral band selection subset GML result was entered into a confusion matrix
which was used to compute a simple accuracy value. The subsets within an image group
were then ranked from 1 to 3, where 3 corresponded to the best results, 2 corresponded to
average results, and 1 corresponded to sub-average results. Rankings were based on the
sample mean and standard deviation. Subsets assigned a 3 had GML simple accuracy
values greater than Vi standard deviation above the mean, while those assigned a 1 had
values less than Vi standard deviation below the mean. This method was found to
approximate an equal distribution between the three rankings.
The SCR and LOG results were used to construct a stimuli/response matrix as discussed
in Section (4.3.3). The probabilities ofdetection and false alarm for each spectral band
subset were used to construct ROC curves. The ROC curves were compared based on
the difference between the sum of the probabilities ofdetection and the sum of the
probabilities offalse alarm. Since an ideal target detector boasts a 100 percent
probability ofdetection (value of 1) and a zero percent probability of false alarm (value
of0), those spectral band subsets with the greatest summed difference between the
probabilities ofdetection and the probabilities of false alarm should be the best target
detectors. As with the GML simple accuracies, the subsets within an image group were
ranked from 1 to 3, where rankings were based on the sample mean and standard
deviation. Subsets assigned a 3 had difference values greater than Vi standard deviation
above the mean, while those assigned a 1 had values less than Vi standard deviation
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below the mean. This methodwas found to approximate an equal distribution between
the three rankings.
The spectral band subset rankings were then entered into appropriate matrices so that
direct comparisons between band selection techniques and input parameter sets could be
made across the range of images and classificationmethods. The complete results are
shown inAppendix A.
6.1 Band Selection Results
6.1.1 Tank Scene
The two-band subset selection results for the tank scene are shown in Table (6). The
image spectral band set was initially reduced from fifteen to five bands using the
Eigenvector Pre-Selection technique. In this case, the first pre-selection subset was
based on the target/background ROFs, whereas the second pre-selection subset was
based on the class2 ROFs. It is interesting to note that the initial pre-selection outputs
share only two ofthe five selected bands. This indicates that the landcover ROFs and
the tg/bg ROFs differed significantly in their respective spectral characteristics. It is also
interesting to note that the output subsets for the original and modified Thresholded
Divergence techniques differ formost ofthe input parameter sets. In these cases, the
input parameter sets must have produced d^,, values greater than one.
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The 4-band results for the tank scene are shown in Table (7). In this case, the fifteen
band image spectral band setwas initially reduced to eight bands using the eigenvector
pre-selection. The two subsets share six of the eight bands. Calculations find the
correlation coefficients between bands 6 and 7 to be 0.986, and between bands 12 and 13
to be 0.998. Such values approaching unity indicate that any differences between the
subsets should be negligible. With this inmind, then, we should expect to see similar
end classification accuracies for spectral subsets which differ only slightly. One example
of a group of similar subsets includes TDmod/pl/classl, TD mod/pl/class2, and TD
mod/p2/class2. Subsequent down-selects using the band selection techniques under
evaluation do not indicate any clear trends between techniques or input parameters with
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respect to this image.
Table 7: Tacnk scene 4-band results
P1/tg TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
1 9 1 12 1 7 3 9
3 12 4 14 3 12 6 12
4 14 TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
7 15 1 9 1 7 3 9
7 14 3 12 7 14
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
1 9 1 6 3 9
p2/clas2 6 14 3 13 6 12
1 9 TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
3 13 4 9 1 4 1 4
4 14 6 13 3 15 3 6
6 15 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg fsbs/p1/tg
4 7 1 4 1 4
9 13 3 15 3 7
TD orig/full sbf/p1 sbf/p2 sbf/full
2 14 3 14 3 14 3 11
4 15 9 15 9 15 9 15
FSBS/full pre-select/clas1 pre-select/clas2 pre-select/tg
3 9 3 14 3 14 1 7
6 14 9 15 6 15 3 9
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6.1.2 Desert Scene
The desert scene 2- band results are shown in Table (8). In this case, five-band pre
selection subsets of the ten-band image spectral band set were identical for both the
target and class2 ROI sets. This result indicates that the image as a whole must
demonstrate less statistical variation then the previously discussed tank scene. In
addition, based on this result, we should not expect substantial variation between band
selection techniques or between input parameter sets in subsequent down-selects. The
results in Table (8) validate this expectation. The thresholded divergence original and
Table 8: Desert scene 2-band results
p1/tg TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
13 3 7
3 7 7 10
7 TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
9 3 3 7
10 7 7 10
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
p2/clas2
P1=p2
TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg










modified techniques produce identical band sets for each set of input parameters,
indicating that the threshold value was sufficient for all input parameter sets. Forward
sequential band selection joins thresholded divergence original andmodified in
producing the same result for classl and class2 ROI sets.
The desert scene 4-band results follow this same trend, although with slightly less
uniformity. Once again, the initial down-selects from ten bands to eight bands using
eigenvector pre-selection are identical for the target and class2 ROFs. The subsequent
down-selects for TD orig , TD mod, and FSBS are nearly identical for classl and class2







TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
3 8 3 7 2 7
5 10 5 8 5 10
TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
3 8 3 7 3 7
5 10 5 10 5 10
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
P1=p2
TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
TD orig/full **** **** ****
5 8 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg fsbs/p1/tg
6 10 1 7 2 9 1 8
3 10 5 10 7 10
FSBS/full sbf/p1 sbf/p2 sbf/full
4 8 1 7 **** 3 7
7 10 3 9 **** 4 9
pre-select/clas1 pre-select/clas2 pre-select/tg
1 7 1 7 1 7
3 9 3 9 3 10
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ROFs. Analysis reveals the correlation coefficient between bands 2 and 3 to be 0.991,
and between bands 8 and 10 to be 0.747. We should not expect to observe significant
differences between end classification accuracies for the various band selectors within
the same input parameter set.
6.1.3 Panel Scene
Eigenvector pre-selectionwas used on thepanel scene to initially select ten bands from
the original 210-band image spectral band set. The results shown in Table (10) indicate
that six of the ten bands are shared, indicating greater statistical variation thanwe saw in
the desert scene. Thus, the increased variability in subsequent down-selection using the
band selectors under evaluation is not unexpected. No clear trends across band selection
techniques or input parameter sets are immediately evident in the data.
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Table 10: Panel scene 2-band results
p1/clas1 TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
1 46 1 64 42
3 54 119 119 119
4 63 TD orig/p1/c!as2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
7 64 54 64 42
9 119 63 119 119
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
42 54 42
p2/clas2 54 60 54
1 46 TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
2 54 4 62 4
3 60 42 64 42
4 62 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg fsbs/p1/tg








Thepanel scene 4-band results shown in Table (1 1) are based on the same initial
eigenvector pre-selection output subsets. In this case, several observations are of
interest. Each ofthe TD original, TD modified, and FSBS subsets are identical for the
pi/classl and pl/class2 input parameter sets, indicating tittle statistical variation between
the two ROI sets within the pi spectral band subset. However, the significant variation
between subsets resulting from the p2/class2, pl/class2, and pl/tg input parameter sets
reinforces the expectation of statistical variability previously arrived at based on the 2-
bandpanel scene results. It is also interesting to note that the optimal two band subset is
not necessarily incorporated into the best four band subset.
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Table 11: Panel scene 4-band results
p1/clas1 TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
46 3 63 1 64 42 64
3 54 54 119 7 119 54 119
7 63 TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
42 64 3 63 1 64 42 64
45 119 54 119 7 119 54 119
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
2 60 54 62 42 54
p2/clas2 54 64 60 64 46 62
1 46 TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
2 54 2 60 54 62 42 54
3 60 54 64 60 64 46 62
4 62 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg fsbs/p1/tg
42 64 7 46 45 54 1 42
42 63 46 64 7 119
sbf/p1 sbf/p2 sbf/full
42 63 46 62 ****
46 64 60 64 ****
pre-select/clas1 pre-select/clas2 pre-select/tg
6.1.4 Pasture Scene
Thepasture scene 2-band eigenvector pre-selection subsets were constructed differently
than those of the previous images. In this case, the subsets were based on classl and
class2 ROFs, where the classl ROI-based setwas a twenty band subset of the original
210 spectral bands. The class2-based set was a ten band subset, all ofwhichwere
members of the classl ROI-based subset. It is interesting to note that, in this case, the
TD orig and TD mod produce identical results for each input parameter set. This
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indicates that the input threshold value was sufficient and no calculatedd^ values were
greater than one. Correlation analysis found the correlation coefficients to be 0.918
between-bands 61 and 62, 0.955 between bands 62 and 63, 0.999 between bands 53 and
54, and 0.996 between bands 83 and 84. Such values approaching 1.0 indicate that
similar bands sets should produce equivalent end classification accuracies.
Table 12: Pasture scene 2-band results
p1/clas1 TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
1 8 57 65 71 71 55
2 37 61 66 84 84 84
3 53 62 70 TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
4 54 63 71 57 57 55
5 55 64 84 61 61 84
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
57 57 61
p2/clas2 61 61 83
1 57 TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
3 61 63 63 62
53 62 83 83 83
54 63 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg fsbs/p1/tg








The 4-band results are shown in Table (13). The 10-band eigenvector pre-selection
output is a subset of the 20-band set used for thepasture scene 2-band results. The
class2-based set is identical to that used for thepasture scene 2-band results. No clear
trends are immediately evident in the data.
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Table 13: Pasture scene 4-band results
p1/clas1 TD orig/p1/clas1 TD mod/p1/clas1 fsbs/p1/clas1
1 55 3 63 54 62 54 61
3 61 53 71 61 71 55 71
4 62 TD orig/p1/clas2 TD mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
53 63 1 53 55 62 54 61
54 71 3 71 61 71 55 71
TD orig/p2/clas2 TD mod/p2/clas2 fsbs/p2/clas2
1 54 57 62 54 61
p2/clas2 3 83 61 83 57 83
1 57 TD orig/p2/tg TD mod/p2/tg fsbs/p2/tg
3 61 3 63 3 63 57 63
53 62 54 83 62 83 62 83
54 63 TD orig/p1/tg TD mod/p1/tg febs/p1/tg
55 83 3 63 3 63 54 62
53 71 62 71 55 71
sbf/p1 sbf/p2 sbf/full
61 63 61 63 ****
62 71 62 83 ****
pre-select/clas1 pre-select/clas2 pre-select/tg
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6.2 Comparison between Band Selectors by Image
Two and Four-Band Case
The band selector comparison mean rank and standard deviation ofthe ranks for each
image across the classifiers and input parameter sets for the combined 2 and 4-band
cases are listed in Table (14) and plotted in Figure (24). The standard deviation values
are based on approximately twenty samples. From this data, we can see that the original
and modified versions of thresholded divergence produce the strongest average rank for
both the tank and desert scenes across the range of classifiers and input parameter sets.












Tank 2.16/0.800 2.16/0.898 2.08 / 0. 909 1.40/0.507 1.80/0.775
Desert 2.36 / 0.700 2.36 / 0.700 2.28 / 0.723 1.93/0.704 1.80/0.775
Panel 2.28 / 0.678 2.16/0.746 2.36 / 0.700 2.30 / 0.823 2.31/0.751
Pasture 2.03/0.718 2.30/0.651 2.20 / 0.805 1.85/0.689 2.15/0.899
Due to the fundamental similarities between the two thresholded divergence variations, it
is not surprising that, given the appropriate data set, the two average ranks are nearly
identical. The difference between the two methods is rooted in the original thresholded
divergence stipulation (Rosenblum, 1990) which states that any values ford^ greater
than 1.0 are set equal to 1.0. Where the selected threshold value is sufficiently large, this
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methodical difference should not be an issue. This is likely the situation we see for the
tank and desert results in Table (14). However, where the selected threshold value is not
sufficiently large given the input parameters, this one condition can affect the end
spectral band subset selection. By rendering equal all values for d^ greater than 1.0
regardless of the actual distance, it is possible for a band subset with a greater actual
summed distance to be overlooked in favor of another subset with lower above-threshold
ratio values. This phenomenon is a likely explanation for the lower average rank offered
by the original TD method for thepasture scene. At the same time, allowing values for
d^o greater than 1 .0 to retain their true value can permit inflation of the value for the
sum of all distances between classes (equation ) so that inordinately low values are
averaged with high values, thereby resulting in a false-high sum and subsequent selection
of a sub-optimal spectral band set. This is likely the reason why the modified TD
average rank is significantly lower than the original TD average rank for thepanel scene.
It is this conflictwhichmay result in inconsistencies between the two techniques.
Relatively high standard deviation values indicate non-negligible variabilitywithin the
spectral band selection results for each method.
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While FSBS serves as the top overall performer for thepanel scene and TD Mod
performs well for thepasture scene, eigenvector pre-selection used as a full band selector
is clearly revealed to be a strong performer for both thepanel andpasture scenes.
Eigenvector pre-selection is based on principal components analysis (PCA) inwhich the
early eigenvectors exhibit die largest variance. In hyperspectral imagery such as the
panel andpasture scenes, we expect a high degree of correlation between bands. Thus,
sufficient down-selection using PCA should prove effective in identifying those bands
with the greatest overall variance which, in turn, should prove to be the same bands for
which the distance between class means is greatest. Since all of the classifiers are in
some form dependent on the distance between classmeans, those bands selected via
eigenvector pre-selection, assuming a sufficiently small subset, should produce high
classification accuracies. Additional observation reveals that the pre-selection technique
boasts the lowest standard deviation of the average rank for the panel scene.
In the 2 and 4-band combined data set, we do not see a clear trend based on image type;
while the M7 images demonstrate the best overall response to the thresholded divergence
methods, the Hydice imagery does not consistently respondwell to any one band
selection technique.
Two Band Case
The 2-band results shown in Table (15) and Figure (25) differ from those for the two and
four band combined case, thereby implying a subset-size rather than an image-type
dependence. For the tank scene, the thresholded divergence methods and eigenvector
pre-selection share the best average rank, although eigenvector pre-selection appears to
have the least variability within the data based on the standard deviation value.
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Table 15: Band Selector Comparison Results (2-Band)
TDOrig TDMod FSBS SBF Pre-Select
(avg rank/
std)
(avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/std) (avg rank/ std)
Tank 2.00/0.845 2.00/0.926 1.80/1.014 1.55/0.527 2.00/0.707
Desert 2.13/0.743 2.13/0.743 2.20/0.414 2.00/0.866 1.78/0.972
Panel 2.26/0.594 2.20/0.676 2.33/0.724 2.00/0.837 2.55/0.527
Pasture 2.13/0.743 2.13/0.743 2.06/0.799 1.86/0.690 2.33/0.866
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Eigenvector pre-selection as a strong technique seems logical given the subset size and
input parameter set. As with the Hydice imagery in the 2 and 4-band case, it is possible
that the ROFs are sufficiently well-defined and the subset size sufficiently small so that
eigenvector pre-selection is able to adequately identify those bands with the greatest
variance, which, in this case, corresponds to the greatest distance between class means.
In contrast, forward sequential band selection demonstrates the highest average rank with
the lowest variability for the desert scene. This result is likely due to the lower level of
scene diversitywithin the image from with ROFs could be constructed and used for
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eigenvector definition. Despite these differences, it is apparent that the thresholded
divergence techniques again produce solid, ifnot optimal, results for both of theM7
images.
The two-band data set reveals that the Hydice imagery responded best to simple
Eigenvector Pre-Selection. This trend is likely due to the nature of the image-type
spectral bands. The Hydice imagerywith narrower bandwidths and near-continuous
coverage from 0.4 to 2.5 pm is expected to demonstrate higher correlation between
bands and thus prove more responsive to eigenvector pre-selection than theM7 images
with fewer, wider, and non-continuous bandwidths.
Four-Band Case
As with 2-band or the 2 and 4-band combined image data, no clear trend seems to exist
between image or scene type and band selector for the 4-band case. From Table (16) and
Figure (26), we see that forward sequential band selection produced the highest average
rank for the tank andpanel scenes, while the desert andpasture scenes responded better
Table 16: Band Selector Comparison Results (4-Band)
TDOrig TDMod FSBS SBF Pre-Select
(avg rank/
std)
(avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/std) (avg rank/ std)
Tank 2.40 / 0.699 2.40 / 0.843 2.50/0.527 1.16/0.408 1.50/0.836
Desert 2.70 / 0.483 2.70/0.483 2.40/0.966 1.83/0.408 1.83/0.408
Panel 2.30/0.823 2.10/0.875 2.40/0.699 2.00/0.816 1.75/0.957
Pasture 1.93/0.704 2.46/0.516 2.33/0.816 1.83/0.753 1.75/0.957
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to the thresholded divergence methods. In addition, for both the tank and thepanel
scenes, forward sequential band selection resulted in the lowest variability within the
respective data sets. That the highest average rank for the tank scene swapped from the
thresholded divergence methods for the 2-band case to FSBS for the 4-band case, while
for the desert scene, the highest average rank reverse-swapped from FSBS for the 2-band
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case to the thresholded divergence methods for the 4-band case indicates a greater
dependence on subset size than image type for the thresholded divergence and FSBS
band selectors. This observation is supported by the eigenvector pre-selection
technique's drop for the tank scene from a top band selector for the 2-band case to a sub-
average band selector for the 4-band case.
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6.3 Comparison by Number ofBands
The mean rank and standard deviation for each band selection technique across the range
of scenes and input parameter sets shown in Table (17) and Figure (27) support the
subset-size dependency identified above. The data indicate a clear shift from eigenvector
pre-selection as the top overall performer for the 2-band case to the modified thresholded
divergence and FSBS techniques for the 4-band case. That eigenvector pre-selection
deteriorates with increased subset size is not surprising. As the subset size increases, the
lower-level eigenvectors included in the selection by pre-selection have lower variance
and are less likely to directly correspond to the bands which maximize the distance
between class means.
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6.4 Comparison by Classifier
Based on theory, it is expected that both the Gaussianmaximum likelihood and signal-to-
clutter ratio classifiers should respond best to spectral band subsets selected by the
thresholded divergence techniques. This seems logical since all three techniques are
based on the multivariate distance between class means as determined by the
Mahalanobis distance. The log-likelihood classifier, which is based on related Bayesian
Table 18: Band Selector Comparison Results by Classifier (2 Band)
TDOrig TDMod FSBS SBF Pre-Select
(avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/std) (avg rank/ std)
GML 1.90/0.641 1.85/0.671 2.10/0.788 1.80/0.632 2.33 / 0.778
SCR 2.30/0.571 2.30/0.657 1.85/0.671 1.70/0.675 2.08 / 0.900
LOG 2.20 / 0.894 2.20 / 0.894 2.35/0.813 2.27 / 0.904 2.08 / .793
statistics should respondwell to either thresholded divergence or the Bayesian-based
forward sequential band selector.
The results shown in Tables (18), (19), and (20) as well as Figures (28), (29), and (30 )
reveal both subset-size and classifier-type dependencies. Gaussianmaximum likelihood
responds best to the eigenvector pre-selection subset for the 2-band case. For the 4-band
case, however, the eigenvector pre-selection subset results in a sub-average response,
while the original thresholded divergence subset provides the highest average rank. As
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Figure 28: Band Selector Comparison by Classifier (2 Band)























in previous comparisons, the decreasing success of eigenvector pre-selection with
increased subset-size seems logical since the latter principal components display less
variance which can be directly translated to multivariate distance between class means
than their earlier counterparts. It is interesting to note that while FSBS is not a top
performer in either the 2-band or the 4-band case, it surfaces as the best overall
performer when used in conjunctionwith GML classification for the 2 and 4-band case.
The signal-to-clutter ratio results experience a less drastic change as the subset size is
increased. Unlike its GML counterpart, SCR demonstrates the strongest response to both
Table 19: Band Selector Comparison Results by Classifier (4 Band)
TDOrig TDMod FSBS SBF Pre-Select
(avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/std) (avg rank/ std)
GML 2.65/0.489 2.30/0.733 2.50/0.761 1.40/0.516 1.70/0.823
SCR 2.10/0.788 2.55/0.686 2.25/0.786 1.90/0.738 1.70/0.675
LOG 1.60/0.548 2.40 / 0.548 2.60/0.548 2.00/0.000 %1f.1f.it.
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Figure 29: Band Selector Comparison by Classifier (4 Band)
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of the thresholded divergence output band subsets for the 2-band case. As the subset size
is increased to 4 bands, the modified thresholded divergence result remains strong, while
the original thresholded divergence result slips. This effect is due to insufficient
threshold values for the 4-band input parameter sets. Nearly identical average ranks for
the 2-band case indicate that the threshold values were sufficient for subset
determination using the original TD technique. The non-negligible difference between
the original andmodified TD average ranks for the 4-band case indicates that some
subsets selected by the modified TD technique must have had d^ values greater than 1 .0
which were set equal to 1 .0 and thus not identified as optimal. (See Section 4.1.3 )
Overall, for the 2 and 4-band case, the modified TD technique demonstrated the highest
average rankwhen used in conjunction with the signal-to-clutter ratio classifier.
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Table 20: Band Selector Comparison Results by Classifier (2 & 4 Band)
TDOrig TDMod FSBS SBF Pre-Select
(avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/ std) (avg rank/std) (avg rank/ std)
GML 2.27/0.679 2.08/0.730 2.30/0.791 1.60/0.621 2.02/0.800
SCR 2.20/0.687 2.42 / 0.675 2.05/0.749 1.80/0.696 1.89/0.840
LOG 1.90/0.862 2.30/0.831 2.48/0.764 2.14/0.835 2.08 / 0.793
Figure 30: Band Selector
(2 & 4 Band)
Comparison by Classifier
Band Selector Comparison by Classifie
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In contrast to the results for the other classifiers, we see little subset-size dependency
with log-likelihood classification. It is clear from Tables (18), (19), and (20) that the
FSBS output subsets demonstrate the highest average ranks for the 2-band, 4-band, and 2
and 4-band cases. It is interesting to note, however, that the average rank for the original
thresholded divergence output subsets experienced a decrease with increased subset size
similar to that observed for signal-to-clutter classification.
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6.5 Overall Band Selector Comparison Results
The average ranks for the overall band selector comparison were calculated by averaging
all of the ranks for each image, classifier, and input parameter subset for a given spectral
band selection technique. The results are shown in Table (21) and Figure (31). The data
indicate little difference in both average rank and standard deviation across the range of
scenes, classification techniques, and input parameter sets between the original
thresholded divergence, modified thresholded divergence, and forward sequential band
selection techniques.











2.20 / 0.726 2.25 / 0.744 2.23 / 0.794 1.83/0.727 2.00/0.798
Figure 31: Overall Band Selector Comparison
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6.6 Comparison between Input Parameter Sets
From previous analysis, we know that forward sequential band selection and both the
original andmodified thresholded divergence techniques provide roughly equivalent
average results across a range of scenes, image types, classifiers, and input parameter
sets. With these band selectors inmind, the next question is whether any one input
parameter set or sequence of input parameters provides better average results. The data
shown in Table (22) and Figure (32) suggest that, although the individual band selector
techniques do exhibit input parameter dependencies, no one input parameter set stands
out across the range ofband selectors. It is clear, however, that for each individual band
selector, the optimal input parameter setwas based on pi, the initial eigenvector pre
selection subset built using the classl ROI set. Neither of the input parameter sets
incorporating p2, the initial eigenvector pre-selection subset built using the class2 ROI
set, result in a high average ranking for any individual band selector. Based on this
observation, it seems that for any image type or band selector, best overall results are
obtained using an initial down-select constructed from the most generic regions of
interest.











TD Orig 2.14 2.28 2.33 2.19 2.05
TDMod 2.48 2.24 2.38 2.19 1.95
FSBS 2.24 2.24 2.05 2.38 2.24
Overall 2.29 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.08
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6.7 Stratified Random Sampling Results
Classification accuracies were re-examined for a subset of the original band selection
data set using stratified random sampling techniques in conjunction with GML and SCR
classification. Previous analysis in Section (6.5) revealed that Forward Sequential Band
Selection, and the original and modified Thresholded Divergence techniques produce
similar results across the range of scene types, classification techniques, and input
parameter sets. It was additionally found in Section (6.6) that each of the
aforementioned band selection techniques performed best with a different input
parameter set. Based on these results, the following input parameter sets were selected
for further evaluation: Original Thresholded Divergence using pi and class2, Modified
Thresholded Divergence using pi and classl, and Forward Sequential Band Selection
using pi and tg. The tank and desert scenes were used for the additional analysis.
The classification accuracies based on GML classification for both images and each of
the selected subsets are shown in Table (23). As expected, the classification accuracies
are lower for the stratified random sampling results. This can be attributed to the random
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nature ofpixel selection and user error; ambiguous pixels not clearly belonging to any
one class were selected for analysis. For the tank scene results, the TD orig/pl/class2
input parameter set produced better results for both independent analysis and stratified
random sampling accuracy assessment techniques. The TD mod/pl/classl and
FSBS/pl/tg spectral band subsets were identical in this case. The desert scene stratified
random sampling results, on the other hand, were not consistent with the independent
analysis results. Using independent analysis, the TDmethods performed better than
FSBS, while for stratified random sampling, the reverse was true. Despite this
discrepancy, however, in both cases the difference between the output accuracies is
within a few percentage points and can, therefore, be considered negligible.
The classification accuracies based on SCR classification for both images and each of
the selected subsets are shown in Table (24). In this case, the stratified random sampling
results exactlymatch the independent analysis results for all input parameter sets for both
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images. This result is likely due to reduced ambiguities between target and background
spectral characteristics; where some landcover classes can appear nearly
indistinguishable either visually to the user or spectrally to the algorithm, target pixels
are typically more distinct
















TDmod/p 1/class 1 1.85 1.85
FSBS/pl/tg -0.23 -0.23
In both cases, the stratified random sampling and independent analysis results are
similar. This similarity seems to imply that the independent analysis results can be
considered accurate across the range of images and spectral band subsets. Any
conclusions based on independent analysis results, then, can also be considered reliable.
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6.8 Correlation Analysis
A final examination focused on existing or potential correlations between Gaussian
Maximum Likelihood, Signal-to-Clutter Ratio, and Log-Likelihood Test Ratio
classification accuracies. Linear regression was performed using the rank values for each
input parameter set for each image with R Squared, the square of the correlation between
the two input variables, as the output. An R Squared value of 1.0 indicates perfect
correlation, which a value approaching zero indicates low correlation between the input
data sets. Results shown in Table (25) indicate the greatest correlation between GML
and SCR classification accuracies. This seems logical since both GML and SCR are
based on similar multivariate statistics. Despite this association, however, none ofthe






2 Band GML/SCR 0.034
GML/LOG 0.00069
SCR/LOG 0.00067
4 Band GML/SCR 0.0013
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7.0 Summary and Conclusions
The goal ofthis research was to determine if any one pre-existing band selection
technique could consistently perform well across a range of images, exploitation
algorithms, and input parameter sets so that end classification results based on spectral
band subsets selected without specific apriori informationwould be reasonable, ifnot
optimal. Test images were selected to provide a range of landcover and target types.
Regions of interest were constructed specifically to stress each of the band selection
algorithms chosen for evaluation. Accuracy assessmentwas based on stratified random
sampling aswell as independent analysis in an effort to verify the results uponwhich
these conclusions are based.
Overall band selector comparison results suggest that, across the range of scenarios and
classifiers, the Thresholded Divergence and Forward Sequential Band Selection
techniques produce roughly equivalent, average results surpassing those ofEigenvector
Pre-Selection and Spectral Basis Functions. No one band selection technique stands out,
which is not unexpected in consideration of the similar statistical foundations from
which the aforementioned band selectors were developed; both ThresholdedDivergence
and Forward Sequential Band Selection are based upon the multivariate distance between
class means, and both take into account the influence of individual class covariance
matrices.
Further analysis, however, provided insight into the extent to which spectral band subset-
size, image and scene-type, classifier-type, and input training regions impact individual
band selector performance. Spectral band subset size immediately surfaced as a
potentially significant influence. While the overall performance ofThresholded
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Divergence and Forward Sequential Band Selection improved, Eigenvector Pre-Selection
and Spectral Basis Functions performance declinedwith increased subset size. With this
inmind, then, it seems reasonable that apriori knowledge of the desired subset size.
should impact appointment ofa spectral band selection technique.
In contrast, results indicate little average rank dependency on image or scene-type. The
comparison by image data reveal clear shifts in the relative rankings of the band selectors
across the range of imagery for both the 2-band and the 4-band cases. Those shifts are
not consistent with either image-type or scene type, however, thereby implying that
neither image nor scene-type serves as a determining factor. Instead, the additional shifts
in relative rankings which are evident as the subset size is increased from two to four
bands point towards subset-size as the greater influence.
A similar conclusion can be made with respect to any potential classifier-type
dependencies. Each classifier demonstrates the best average performance with used with
a different band selector, and those pairings change as the subset-size changes. Thus,
while classifier-type does influence the end classification accuracies, subset size once
again serves as the greater influence.
The final parameter which seems to affect average rankings is the input set of training
regions and the order inwhich they are used. Comparison results reveal that each band
selector responds best to a different input parameter set. The one commonality across
the evaluated band selectors is found in the initial down-select; in each case, the best
average performance was obtained when the more generic ROI set was used for initial
down-selection. The generic regions of interestmust demonstrate greater variances
which translate more directly to the multivariate distance between class means used for
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subsequent band selection. Once initial down-selection is achieved, however, each of the
evaluated band selectors performs bestwith a different ROI set. Thus, it can be said that
awareness of the input training regions of interest can influence the end classification
accuracy.
Based on these observations and conclusions, it seems that a four-tiered approach, a
schematic ofwhich is shown in Figure (33), should produce the best overall end
classification accuracies. Spectral band subset size, as the driving factor, has been shown
to influence classifier, image, and scene-type dependencies. For this reason, it should be
decided upon first. Once subset size is determined, the predicted best spectral band
selection technique can be chosen based on any available classifier, image, or scene-type
apriori information. Finally, training regions can be constructed to maximize the chosen
band selector performance.
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8.0 Recommendations for Future Work
This study provided valuable insight into the question ofoptimal spectral band selection
in the absence ofapriori information. This same insight has raised additional issues
worthy ofstudy. The Spectral Basis Functions band selection technique was selected for
examination due to its seemingmathematical robustness and lack of specific
classification algorithm forwhich itwas intended. In the course of application, however,
difficulties were encounteredwhich, coupled with time constraints, mandated amodified
approach focused specifically on themethod used for initial interval selection. Results
obtained using only the initial interval selection technique did not highlight SBF as a
strong candidate for optimal band selection. However, it is possible that amore thorough
examination of the basis function development and interval refinement techniques might,
indeed, reveal SBF to be a viable option for spectral band selection in the absence ofa
priori information.
The subset size for initial down-selection using Eigenvector Pre-Selection was
determined primarily based on processing time and input image constraints. It is not
known ifthe subset size used maximized the subsequent down-selection. A worthwhile
study could examine the question ofhow many bands should be pre-selected and passed
on to subsequent band selection routines to optimize the end result.
The question of image and scene-type dependencies was addressed in the course of this
study. Due to time and processing constraints, the data setwas limited to four images.
While these images as a group provided a range of landcover and target classes, it is
possible that a more robust data setmightmore clearly demonstrate image or scene-type
trends which could be used for selection of the best spectral band selection technique.
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Itwas additionally observed in the course of this study that input training regions and the
order inwhich they are used can significantly impact both band selection and end
classification accuracy regardless of the band selection technique. With this inmind, it
seems that a more thorough understanding of this phenomenamight significantly
enhance end results, particularly in the absence of specific apriori information.
Finally, several issues not specifically addressed by this study, but worthy of examination
arose in the course ofdiscussion. The functionality ofeach of the band selectors could
be assessed when used to identify targets with very specific spectral signatures in a
localized region. A very similar study could focus instead on identification of
'hard'
targets, targets such as camouflage which are spectrally very similar to the background
spectral signature. Any ofthe aforementioned issues could incorporate an examination
of atmospheric effects on band selection and the end classification accuracies.
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Appendix A
TableA-l: Tank Scene 2-Band Results
Image Name TANK
P1/tg tdivorig/p1/cias1 tdiv mod/p1/c!as1 fsbs/p1/cias1
3 1 1 3
4 9 3 9
tdiv orig/pt/clas2 tdiv mod/p1/clas2 fsbs/p1/clas2
4 1 3
7 3 9
p2/cias2 tdiv orig/p2/clas2 tdiv mod/p2/cias2 fsbs/p2/clas2
3 3 3 3
9 9 9 9













TableA-2: Tank Scene 2 -Band GaussianMaximum Likelihood Confusio:
Bands 1 3
Truth
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle Nofteme Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 74
Roof 0 96 a 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 96
Road 0 0 73 0 7 0 0 0 0 1 81
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 C 0 0 203_
Driveway 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 a 50
Sand 14 0 0 0 0 81 0 0 0 0 105
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0 8 7 80
NoName 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 45 47 0 100
Sc/Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 88 0 96
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 129 129




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Ctrcte NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 87 1 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 0 98
Roof 0 80 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 1 86
Road 0 0 71 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 74
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 1 0 54 0 0 0 0 1 56
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 1
0"
0 40
Cade 3 3 0 0 0 0 60 2 0 4 72
NoName Q 3 a 0 0 51 6 44 8 0 112
So/Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 131 0 131
Sc/Weed 0 9 1 0 0 0 1 0 O 131 142




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Se/Weed Total
Parking 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 72 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 78
Forest 0 0 0 202 0 0 0 0 0 0 202
Driveway 0 0 1 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 52
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 85 0 0 0 0 85
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0 1 2 68
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 31 39 5 76
Sc/Bush 15 0 0 1 0 6 8 17 103 0 150
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 135 137




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 12 9 70
Forest 3 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 206
Orivepmy 1 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 2 0 60
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 0 0 86
Circle 0 0 22 0 0 0 59 1 0 5 87
NoName 12 0 1 0 0 0 17 46 0 0 76
Sc/Bush 0 0 1 0 0 5 0 1 129 0 136




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cade NoName ScrBush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74
Roof 0 96 0 0 o- 0 0 0
.
0 0 96
Road 0 0 71 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 72
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 2 205
Driveway 0 0 1 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 57
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 0 0 86
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0 0 2 67
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 48 0 0 58
Sc/Bush 16 0 1 0 0 5 0 0 143 4 169
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 129 130




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 79 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 79
Roof Q 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 2 0 72 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 80
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 1 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 52
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 88 0 0 0 0 88
Crete 0 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 1 0 65
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 29 33 0 63
Sc/Bush 8 0 0 0 0 3 9 19 109 137 285
Sc/Weed 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 136 139




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 77
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 50 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 60
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 1 204
Driveway 0 0 23 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 70
Sand 1 0 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 0 85
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 57
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 7 19 48 0 0 74
Sc/Bush 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 0 155
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 136 136





Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Crete NoName ScrBush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 73 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 80
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 1 204
Driveway 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 50
Sand 14 0 0 0 0 91 0 0 0 0 105
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 0 8 7 80
NoName 2 0 0 0 0 0 6 45 47 0 too





Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle Notslame Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Paridng 62 7 0 0 0 0 13 9 7 0 98
Roof 0 31 0 0 0 2 t 2 4 2 42
Road 0 0 30 0 8 0 1 0 10 21 70
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 t8 0 44 0 0 0 0 70 132
Sand 0 6 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 0 90
Circle 4 12 21 0 0 0 25 0 27 1 90
NoName 18 27 0 0 O 5 8 24 to 0 92
Sc/Bush 6 13 2 0 0 0 28 13 83 1 146
Sc/Weed 0 0 2 0 5 0 0 0 2 42 51




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Roof 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Road 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Forest 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 2 5 39
Driveway 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4
Sand 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 8
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sc/Bush 2 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 18 2 23
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 E 0 0 0 0 4 13 23
Total 7 0 0 38 3 4 0 0 28 20 71
1 3 St_conf
Truth
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Roof 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Road 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
Forest 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 30
Driveway 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 2 0 10
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 7
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 3 14
Sc/Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 9
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 11 3 23
Mean: 87.58
Std: 9.94
Mean +1/2 std: 92.55
Mean - Vz std: 82.61
A-5
Table A-3: Tank Scene 2-Band - SCR/LOG Stimuli/ResponseMatrices
bands 1 9 3 9 3 15 1 3 3 12 4 714 16 9 12
threshold 0--S 025 025 025 0_5 025 025 0_5
ROC 61 6 19 48 67 0 66 1 7 60 67 0 0 67 52 15
0 111 0 111 30 81 0 111 0 111 12 99 0 111 0 111
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 05 0.5 0.5
0 67 0 67 7 60 0 67 0 67 62 5 0 67 0 67
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0-05 0.05 005 0.05
67 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 4 63 67 0
91 20 87 24 99 12 47 64 71 40 77 34 0 111 87 24
005 0.05
67 0 67 0 67 0
0 111 0 111 0 111
025 0_5
66 1 67 0 67 0
0 111 0 111 0 111
0.75 0.75
57 8 175 0 175 0 66 1 67 0 66 t 40 135 62 5
0 539 539 0 539 0 0 111 0 111 0 111 20 519 0 111
Pt=0075
67 0 67 0 67 0
0 111 0 111 0 111
0.15 0.15
Pt=0.15
167 8 175 a 175 0 67 0 67 0 66 1 169 6 66 1
0 539 539 0 539 0 0 111 0 111 0 111 236 303 11 100
Pt=0-1 0-1
67 D 175 0 175 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 173 2 66
0 111 539 0 539 0 0 111 0 111 0 111 262 277 13
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i2/das2 tdiv orig/p2/das2 tdiv
mod/p2r_ias2
Isbs/p2/c_s2
1 9 1 1 3
3 13 6 3 6
4 14 9 6 9
6 15 14 13 12
13 14 15

























Table A-7: Tank Scene 4-Band GML ConfusionMatrices
Truth
Parking Roof Road IForest IDriveway Sand Circle IMoName !Sc/Bush iSo/Weed Tctal
Parking 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 76
Roof 8 96 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 a 96
Road 0 0 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 71
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 2 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 59
Sand 9 0 0 0 0 91 0 0 0 0 100
Cirde 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 0 0 0 69
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 48 0 0 55
Sc/Bush 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 0 148
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 137 137




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName ScrBush ScrWeed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 74
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73
Forest 0 0 0 203 O 0 0 O 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 57
Sand 6 0 0 0 0 90 0 0 b 0 96
Cirde 0 0 0 0 0 0 58 2 0 0 60
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 46 0 0 64
Sc/Bush 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 143 0 154
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 137 137




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cirde NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 74
Roof 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
Road 0 0 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 72
Forest 0 0 0 203 0 0 O 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 2 0 57 0 0 0 0 0 59
Sand 13 0 0 0 0 91 0 0 0 0 104
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 0 63 0 O 0 68
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 48 a 0 56
Sc/Bush 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 0 146
ScrWeed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 136 136




Parting Roof Road Forest Drfvepway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 87 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 87
Roof 3 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99
Road 0 0 73 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 75
Forest 0 0 0 203 O 0 0 0 0 0 203
Driveway 0 0 0 0 55 0 0 a 0 0 55
Sand 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 0 0 0 82
Circle 0 0 0 0 0 O 70 3 0 0 73
NoName 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 45 0 0 51
Sc/Bush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 0 143
Sc/Weed 0 0 0 0 O 9 0 0 0 137 146
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Truth
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush ScrWeed Tota)
Parting 90.00 ooo 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 90.00
Roof 0.00 96-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ooo 0.00 96-00
Road 0.00 0.00 73.00 0.00 '1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 74.00
Forest 0.00 O-OO 0.00 203.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 O.OO 203.00
Driveptfay 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.00
Sand OX 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 89.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 89.00
Cirde 0.00 0.00 0.00 ooo 0.00 0.00 72.00 0.00 000 O.OO 72.00
NoName 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 000 4.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 52.00
Sc/Bush 0.00 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 14300 1.00 146.00
ScrWeed O.OO O-OO 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 136.00 136.00
Total 90.00 96.00 73.00 203-00 57.00 91.00 76.00 48.00 143.00 137.00 98.72
3.00
Truth
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush ScrWeed Total
Parking 90.00 O.OO 0.00 ooo ooo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 90.00
Roof 0.00 96O0 0-00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 96.00
Road 0.00 0-00 73.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 73.00
Forest O.OO 0.00 0.00 203.00 O.OO O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 203.00
Driveway 0.00 000 000 000 57.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 57O0
Sand 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 86.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 OJX 86.00
CWe OOO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 67.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 72.00
NoName 0.00 0.00 0.00 0-00 0.00 0.00 9.00 43.00 0.00 0.00 52.00
ScrBush 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 143.00 0.00 148.00
ScrWeed 0.00 O-OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.00 137.00




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Paridng 74.00 0.00 0.00 ooo 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 74.00
Roof 0.00 96.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 96.00
Road 0.00 0-00 60.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.00
Forest 0.00 O.OO 0.00 203.00 O.OO O.OO o.oo 000 000 0.00 203.00
Qrivep#ray 0.00 000 13.00 0.00 49.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0-00 0.00 62.00
Sand 13.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.00 ooo 0.00 0.00 0.00 104.00
Cirde 0.00 000 O.OO O.OO O.OO 0.00 70.00 000 0.00 0.00 70.00
NoName o.oo 0-00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.00 48.00 0.00 0.00 54.00
Sc/Bush 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 143.00 0.00 146.00
ScrWeed O.OO 0.00 000 O.OO O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 137.00 137.00




p?arking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parting 79.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 o.x o.x o.x 0-X 7900
Roof 0.00 96.00 0.00 aoo 0.00 ox o.x o.x o.x o.x 98.X
Road 1.00 0.00 73.00 0.00 1.X o.x o.x o.x 0-X o.x 75.X
Forest 0.00 0.00 0.00 203.00 0.00 0-X 0.00 o.x ox o.x 203.X
Driveway 0.00 000 0.00 ooo 56OO 0-X ox o.x 0.X 0.00 56.X
Sand 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.x 90.X o.x ax o.x o.x 97.X
Crete 0.00 0.00 000 000 o.x o.x 6800 o.x 0.00 0.00 68.X
NoName 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.x o.x 8.X 48.X o.x 0.X 56.X
Sc/Bush 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.x 1.X o.x o.x 143-X o.x 147.X




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cffde NoName Sc_jsh ScrWeed Teal
Farting -81,QP PPP 0.00 -0=00o.x pop ooo o.x O-.QP PPP SKX
Roof 8.X 96.X ax o.x o.x ax ax o.x ax o.x 104.X
Road 1.X o.x 73.X o.x o.x o.x ooo ood O.X o.x 74.X
Farss. OOP OSS ow 223SS OSS OSS ooo DOO OSS OSS H3-X
Driveway O.X 0.00 0.00 o.x 57.X 0.00 o.x 0.X o.x ooo 57.X
Sand O.X o.x o.x o.x O.X 81.X ooo 0.X o.x o.x 81.X
Ctate ax OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS 55-DO 250 OSS OSS TOSS
NoName 0.X o.x o.x 0-X 0-X ax 800 46.X o.x ooo S4.X
Sc/Bush O.X o.x o.x o.x o.x 10.X o.x o.x 1-a.x o.x 153.X
_=/W-S*>OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS 137.00 137-00
Total XX 96.X 73.X 203.X 57.X 91.X 76.X 48.X 1-350 137.X 96.S6
2.X
Tnrih
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bpjsh ScrWeed Taal
f_d_ng 74-00 0.00 5-yy 050 5-00 0-00 Q50 550 OX OSS 7450
Roof 0.X 96.X OOO 0.X OX O.X 000 OX ax o.x 96X
Road - O.X O.X 7200 O.X O.X O.X 000 O.X 0.X 000 7250
Fprest OSS 0-X OSS 205iS 0-00 0-00 0-00 OSS 550 0-00 20550
Driveway 0.X o.x 1.X 0.X 57.X O.X o.x 0-X O.X o.x 58.X
Sand 13.X o.x o.x O.X O.X 91.X o.x 0-X ax o.x 104.X
Cinas OSS OSS OSS OSS OSS 050 65SS OSS 050 OSS 350
NoName 1.X o.x o.x O.X O.X O.X 13.X 48.X 0.X 000 62.X
Sc/Bush 2.X o.x o.x O.X O.X O.X o.x O.X 143.X ax 145.X
Sc/WfS-i OSS OSS OSS 050 OSS 050 050 050 050 .37.50 13750




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cade NoName Scffiush Sc/Weed T:4__
Parking 74,00 P5P OSS PPP 050 050 Oj*j 050 050 OSS 7450
Roof o.x 96.X o.x O.X O.X O.X O.X 0.X o.x ax 96.X
Road O.X O.X 61.X O.X 7.X o.x o.x o.x o.x ax 68.X
.rpr^t P.5P 050 0.PP ^0350 550 950 O-.X sss 5-PP OSS 20350
Driveway O.X O.X 12.X O.X 50.X o.x o.x o.x o.x o.x 62.X
Sand 12.X O.X o.x O.X 0.X x.x o.x o.x ax o.x 102.X
Circle 0-00 050 OSS OSS 050 050 .67SS 050 050 PPP 5750
NoName 1X 0.X o.x 0.X OOO o.x 9.X 48.X o.x O.X 5800
ScrBush 3.X o.x o.x 0.X O.X IX o.x O.X 143.X OOO 147.X
Sc/Weed 5-PP 050 050 BOO 55P 550 POP PSS OSS 13750 13750




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cede NoName ScrBush ScrWeed Ted
Farting _60P 5-PP sss p.pp O.X sss P-X P.PP P-X S5P 35SS
Roof ax 9650 050 o.x ax o.x 000 050 ax o.x 96.X
Road O.X O.X 72.X ax ax o.x 0.00 050 ax o.x 7250
Forest O-PP POP PPP 2P3PP PPP PPP P-X PPP Paw PPP 23350
Drivepway O.X O.X 1-X o.x 57.x ax 0.X 050 ax o.x 58.X
Sand ax O.X ax ax 050 84.X ax 050 ax 050 84.X
Ciixfe 0=00 PPP POP SSO POP PPP _645p *SS P-PP .350 71.50
NoName ooo 0.00 0.X ax O.X o.x iax 4450 ax o.x 54.X
ScrBush 2.X ax 050 ax O.X 7.X 1.X 050 143.X ax 15350




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush ScrWeed Total
Parking 67.X O.X O.X O.X O.X o.x O.X O.uu O.X O.uu 5/50
Roof O.X 96.X o.x OX O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X OX 96.X
Road O.X O.X 73.X 0.X 0.X o.x- O.X O.X O.X 050 7350
Forest O.X O.X O.X 203.X O.X 050 o.x O.X O.X 0-X 20350
Drivpeway O.X 0.X O.X O.X 57.X 0-X o.x O.X 0.00 ox 57.00.
Sand o.x 050 O.X O.X 050 86.X o.x o.x o.x 050 8650
Circle O.X 0.00 O.X O.X O.X 0.X 67.X 3.X o.x O.X 70.X
NoName 0.X o.x O.X OX 0.00 0.00 950 45.X o.x O.M 54.X
Sc/Bush 2.X o.x O.X O.X o.x 5.X 0.X O.X 143.X ooo 150.X
Sc/Weed 1.00 o.x G.X O.X o.x O.X O.X O.X o.x 137.X 138.X
Total 9050 96.X 73.X 20350 57.X 91.X 76.X 48.X 143.X 137X 97.55
3.X
Truth
Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 62.X o.x O.X 0.00 G.IAJ 000 O.X G.upj O.X D.uu S2.X
Roof 0.X 96.X 0.X 0.X O.X ox ooo 050 O.X OX 9650
Road 4.X O.X 73.X 0.X O.X O.X 0.X O.X o.x 050 7750
Forest O.X O.X G.X 2G3.X O.X O.X o.x O.X o.x O.X 203.X
Driveway O.X O.X 0-X O.X 57.X 050 o.x 0.X o.x ox 5750
Sand O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X 88.X 0.X o.x 0.X O.M 88.X
Circle O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X 67.X 1.X 0.00 G.X 6850
NoName 0.00 o.x O.X O.X OOO O.X g.x 4750 ox O.M 56.X
Sc/Bush 4.X o.x O.X O.X o.x 3.X o.x O.M 143.M 0.M 150.X
Sc/Weed O.X o.x o.x o.x o.x O.X o.x O.X O.X 137.X 137.X




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cirde NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
F_1dng 74.X G.X o.x O.X o.x O.X G.X G.upj O.X G.upj 74.X
Roof OX 9650 o.x O.X O.M O.M O.X 0.00 O.M Offl 9650
Road O.X O.X 69.X O.X O.M O.M O.X o.x 4.X 4X0 7750
Forest G.X O.X G.X 203.X O.X O.X o.x O.M O.X O.X 20350
Driveway O.X OX O.X O.X 57.M O.X o.x o.x O.M ox 57.X
Sand O.X O.X O.X O.X O.M 9050 o.x o.x o.x ox 9050
Circle O.X O.X 0.00 G.X O.X O.X 61.X 150 o.x G.X 62.X
NoName 150 O.X o.x O.X O.M 0-X 15.M 47.X O.M OX 6350
Sc/Bush 15.X O.X 1.X 0.X O.M 1.X O.X o.x 13950 250 158.X
Sc/Weed O.X O.X 3.X O.X O.X OX o.x O.X O.X 13T.X 134.X
Total XX 96.X 73.X 203.X 5750 9150 76.X 48.X 143.X 137X 94-90
1.X
12.00
(Parting Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 74.X o.x o.x 0.00 G.X O.X O.X o.x o.x G.uu 74.X
Roof O.X 96.X o.x O.M 0.M o.x O.X ox O.M ooo 9650
Road 050 O.M 73.X O.M 1.M o.x 0.X o.x O.X ox 7450
Forest 0.00 o.x o.x 2X50 O.X o.x O.X o.x o.x o.x 2X.X
Drive>*ay 0.00 o.x O.M 0.00 56.X o.x o.x o.x O.M ooo 5650
Sand g.x o.x o.x 050 O.X 67.X 0.X o.x o.x 050 9650
Circle ox o.x o.x O.X OX O.X 7050 o.x o.x G.X 70.X
NoName 250 o.x o.x o.x O.X O.X 6-X 4S.M ooo am 5650
Sc/Bush 5.X o.x o.x 0.X 0.00 450 0.X O.M 14350 too 153.X




Parking Roof Road Forest I>iveway Sand Circle INoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parking 8650 O.X o.x o.x o.x o.x 0-X O.X O.X O.X S6.X
Roof O.X 9650 0-M o.x OOO O.M O.X O.X O.X O.X 96.X
Road 0.X O.X 72.M o.x 1.X 0-X O.X O.X O.X O.X 73.X
Forest O.X O.M ax 20250 O.X O.M O.X O.M O.X O.X 202.X
Driveway 0.X ax 1.X o.x 56.X O.X 0.00 O.X O.M O.M 57.X
Sand O.X o.x ax o.x O.X 83.X O.X O.X O.M O.M 83.X
Circle 0.X 050 o.x o.x O.X 0.M 67.X O.X O.X 2.X 6950
NoName OX o.x o.x O.M o.x O.X f.X 48.X O.X O.X 49.X
Sc/Bush 4.X o.x o.x O.X O.X 8.M 6.X OX 143.M 0.M 161.X
ScrWeed o.x O.M o.x 1.X O.M O.X 2.X o.x 0-X 135.M 138.X







Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Weed Total
Parting 74.X ax o.x o.x o.x O.M O.X O.X ax O.M 74.X
Roof O.X 96.X ax o.x ox O.X O.M O.X o.x O.M 96.X
Road ax 0-M 69.M o.x o.x 0-M ax O.X 4.X 4.X 77.X
Forest O.X o.x O.M 203.M o.x O.X O.X O.X O.M ax 20350
Driveway O.X o.x O.M o.x 57.X O.M O.X 0.00 o.x O.X 57.X
Sand O.X o.x O.M o.x 0.M 90.X O.X o.x ax O.X 9050
Circle ax ax O.M o.x 050 O.X 61.X 1.X o.x O.X 62.M
NoName i.X o.x 0.00 o.x O.X o.x io.X 47.X o.x o.x 6350
Sc/Bush 15.X o.x 150 o.x O.M 150 O.X O.X 139.M 2.X 15850
ScrWeed o.x o.x 3.X o.x O.M O.M O.X o.x O.M 131.X 134.M




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Circle NoName Sc/Bush Sc/Wsed TotaJ
Parking 77.X O.M O.X O.X O.X O.X O.M O.X O.X O.X 77.X
Roof OX S6.X o.x O.X O.X O.M O.X O.X O.X O.X 96.X
Road 3.X OX 7350 0.00 8.X O.M O.X O.M O.X O.X 84.X
Forest O.X O.X O.X 203.X O.X O.M O.M O.M O.M O.X 2X.X
Driveway 0.X O.X 0-M O.X 49.X O.M G.X O.M O.M O.X 49.X
Sand 250 O.X O.X 0.M 0.X 88-M O.X O.M O.M O.X 90.X
Circle O.X O.M O.X O.M O.X 0-M 7250 2.M O.M O.X 74.X
NoName O.X O.X O.X O.X OX O.X 450 46.X O.M O.X X.X
Sc/Bush 8.X O.X ax O.M O.M 3M O.X 0.M 14350 O.X 154.X
Sc/Weed O.X O.M O.X 0.M 0.X 0.M 0.X O.M O.X 137.X 137.X




Parking Roof Road Forest Driveway Sand Cirde NoName ScrBush Sc/Weed Total
Parting 76.X O.X O.X o.x o.x ax 0-M O.X o.x O.M 76.X
Roof O.X 9650 O.X O.X O.M O.X o.x O.X O.X o.x 96.X
Road 4.X 0.M 73.X ax ax 0.X O.M ax ax o.x 77.M
Forest O.X O.X O.X 203.X o.x o.x O.M 0.X ox ax 20350
Driveway 2.X O.X G.X ax 57.X o.x O.X o.x o.x O.X 5S.X
Sand O.X 0.X O.X O.M O.M 89.M O.M ax 050 ax 89.X
Cirde O.X 0.X o.x o.x ax ax 67.X 250 ax o.x 6950
NoName OX O.M O.X O.X O.X ax 9.X 4S.X o.x o.x 5550
Sc/Bush 8.X O.X 050 ax ax 250 O.M o.x 143.M 1.X 15450
Sc/Weed O.X O.X ax ax ax o.x O.X o.x 0.M 136.X 136.X
A-13
Table A-8: Tank Scene 4-Band SCR/LOG Stimuli/ResponseMatrices




ROC 0 67 0 67 0 67 14 53 16 51 0 67 0 67 13 54 0 67 0 67
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
10 57 IX i6664 365 2224566 IX 158 963 4
12 99 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 X 81 0 111 0 111 31 X 28 83
0.05
67 0 463 463 67 0 67 0 67 065 066 I 67 G67 0





67 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 67 0
65 2 65 2 66 1 67 0 67 0 0 Hi G 111 0 111 0 Hi 0 111
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
0.15
65 264 365 2 67 0 67 0 67 0 67 067 0 67 067 0
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 13 20
SCR 0-25
0 67 67 0 64 3 66 1 0 67 0 67 0 67 0 67 64 3 0 67
0 111 111 0 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 O 111 0 111 0 111
0.1
16666 167 066 117 50 46354 13 16666 154 13
0 111 0 111 41 70 7 104 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 29 82
0.05
4 63 67 0 67 0 67 0 57 10 5 62 67 0 4 63 67 0 67 0
0 111 10 101 85 26 58 53 0 111 0 111 56 55 0 111 25 86 102 9
Log 0.05
65 2 67 066 167 0 67 0 67 066 165 267 0 67 0
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
0.15
652 67 066 167 0 67 0 67 06616S2670670
0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111 0 111
A-14
Table A-9: Tank Scene 4-Band SCR Analysis











O.X O.X O.X O.M O.X O.X same as 2 0.00 O.X O.X 0.00 G.X O.X
0.15 0.11 0.04 0.01 O.X 0.01 051 O.M 021 074 O.X 0_4
































0.00 O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.M O.X O.X O.X O.M O.M
0.33 0.27 O.X 0.99 O.X 0.99 0.19 O.X 0.19 0.87 0_8 059 0.94 0_S 0.69































same as2 O.X O.X O.X 0.00 O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X O.X
0.99 O.M 0.99 0.96 O.X 0.96 0.99 O.X 0.99 025 O.M 025
































O.X O.M O.X O.X O.M O.X same as 2 O.X O.M O.X O.X o.x O.X
O.X O.X 0.06 0.81 O.M 0.81 0.96 O.X 0.96 0.81 0.26 0.54



















Mean + Vi std:






Table A-10: Desert Scene 2-Band Results


















tent sand veget__onshadow camo des pave 1 des pav2 despav3 total
tent 35050 O.X 0.X O.X 250 OX 350 0.X 35550
sand 0.M 113.X O.X 0.X O.M O.X O.X O.X 113.X
vegetation O.X G.X 42.X O.X I1.X O.X O.X 0.00 53.X
shadcnv O.X OX 0.X 73.X 0.00 o.x o.x ox 73.X
camo O.X O.X 10.X O.X 21.X o.x o.x 16.M 47.M
des pavi O.X G.X O.M O.M G.X 365.X G.X I.M 36650
despsv2 0.X O.M O.M 0.X O.X 050 233.X 4050 273.X
despav3 0.00 O.M O.X O.X 0.X 14.X 137.X 159.X 310.X
totai 350.X SI3.X 5250 73.X 34.X 379.X 373.X 216.X 35.28
RANK 2.M
sand vegetationshadow camo des pave 1 des pav2 despavS total
tent 286.M ax 1750 1.X 1.X O.M ax ax 305.X
sand O.M 113.X ax o.x o.x O.X ax o.x 113.X
vege-_i_on 4.X o.x 27.X o.x o.x O.X o.x ax 31.X
shadow O.X o.x o.x 72.X 0.M 0.X o.x 050 72.M
camo X.X O.M 7.X o.x 33.M O.X 6.X 0.X 1X.M
des pavi O.X o.x 150 o.x O.M 375.X o.x ax 376.X
des pav2 ax 050 o.x o.x O.M O.X 322.X 150 323.X
despav3 ax ax o.x o.x 0-M 4.X 45.X 215.X 264.X




Mean + Vi std: 87.64
Mean - Vi std: 83.68
A-17
1 10
sand vegetationshadow camo des pave ides pav2 despsvo foiaJ
tent 350.X O.M 1.X O.X 0.X 0.X 050 050 351.X
sand o.x 113.X O.X O.X O.X O.X 050 OX 113.X
vegetaikxi O.X O.X 37.M 13.X O.X o.x O.X O.X X.X
shadow O.X O.M 4.M X.X O.X o.x O.X 050 64.M
camo 0.X O.X 950 O.X 150 22.X 10.M 050 4250
des pevf O.X O.X l.X O.M 4.X 34S.X 27.X O.X 380.X
despav2 O.X O.M O.M O.M 20.X 7.X 16550 100 193.X
despav3 O.X O.X O.M O.X 9.X 2.X 171.X 215X 397.X
iotai 350.X 1 13.X 52.X 73.X 3450 37S.X 373.X 216.X 61.07
1.X
3 9
vegetationshadow camo des pave 1 des pav2 despavS toiai
tent -SOX O.M O.X O.X O.X 0.M O.X 050 350.X
santf O.X 113.X O.X O.X O.X O.M O.M 050 113.X
vege_5on O.X O.X 3050 5.X O.X 41.M 11.GO 050 67.X
shadow O.X O.M 250 S8.X OX O.M 0.X OX 7050
camo O.X O.M 2.M 0.X x.x 9.M 1.X 1450 5650
des pavi O.X O.M 1250 O.X o.x 328.X o.x O.X 340.X
despav2 O.M O.M 5.X o.x o.x 0.X 26S.X 26X 296.X







73.X 34.M 379.X 373.X 216-X 85.53
2.X
sand vegetationshadow camo des pave Ides pav2 despaw
tent 1.X 8.M O.M O.M O.M O.M 450 1X 14.X
sand l.X 2.X O.X 1.M O.M O.M O.M 050 4.X
vege__on 0.00 O.M 3.X O.X o.x O.M O.X G-00 3.X
shadow O.M O.M O.M O.M O.M O.M O.X O.M O.X
camo O.M O.X 150 O.M O.X O.M O.X 050 l.X
des pavl l.X O.X O.M O.X O.X 29.X O.X 1.00 31.X
despav2 250 O.M O.M O.X 150 3.M 17.X 3X0 26.X
des pav3 3.X O.M O.M 1.M O.M 250 13.X 750 2650
6.00 iO.GO 34.00 34.00 \2Jm 56.19
st COClf
sand vegetationshadow camo des pave 1des pav2 despav3 totai
tent O.M O.X o.x O.M O.X O.M O.X OX O.X
sand 050 2.X o.x O.X o.x O.M O.M 150 3.X
vegeiaaon O.X OX 4.X O.X o.x O.M 1.00 O.X 5.X
shadow O.M O.X 0.00 1.X 0.00 OX OX OX 150
camo O.M o.x 2.X 2.X 1.X 4.X 4.X OX 13.X
des pavl O.X o.x o.x l.X G.X 1950 2.X ax 2250
despav2 O.X 1.X 250 O.X 0-M 1.X 13.X 250 19.X
despav3 3.X o.x 3.M O.X O.M O.X 9.X 2550 40.X
A-l8
Table A-12: Desert Scene 2-Band SCR/LOG
Stimuli/Response Matrices
3 7 7 10 1 10 3
0.25 025 025
i36 4 136 4 26 114 P-O 9
84 272 76 280 0 356 92 264
0-15
142 0 140 2 125 17 i0 2
139 217 189 167 0 356 285 71
XS 0.5 0.5
26 IIS 1 141 7 135 20 122
2 354 25 331 0 356 10 346
O.X
142 0 136 6 142 0 142 0
298 58 65 291 54 302 50 306
142 0 136 6 142 0 142 0
285 71 65 291 53 303 36 320
025 025 025
138 4 134 S 142 0 142 0
53 303 59 297 0 355 13 343
A-19
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Table A-15: Desert Scene 4-Band Results
p1/d_ts1 Wvorigfp1/ctas1 tdivmod.p1/das1 -3bsrp1/clas1
1 7
.2 8 3 3 2
3 9 5 5 5










































Table A-16: Desert Scene 4-Band Gaussian Maximum
Likelihood ConfusionMatrices
i
tent sand vegetation shadow same des pave 1 des psv2 despav3 total
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 49
shadow 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 73
camo 0 0 3 0 34 0 2 4 43
despavl 0 0 0 0 0 377 0 0 377
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3X 0 3X
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 2 11 212 225
totai 350 113 52 73 34 379 373 216 85.62
RANK 3
sand vegets-onshadow camo des psvet des pav2 despav3 total
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 42 4 0 0 0 0 46
shadow 0 0 3 69 0 0 0 0 72
camo 0 0 7 0 34 3 16 3 63
despavl 0 0 0 0 0 373 0 0 373
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 325 0 325
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 3 32 213 248
totai 3S0 113 52 73 34 37S 373 2IS 95.63
2
vegewfionshadow camo des pave 1 des pav2 despav3 toteJ
tent 348 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 348
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 47 0 0 0 0 0 47
shadow 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 a 73
camo 2 0 5 0 34 0 2 5 48
despavl 0 0 0 0 0 379 0 0 379
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 365 0 365
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 211 217
total 350 113 52 73 34 375 373 216 93,74
3
sand vegetationshadow camo des pave 1 des pav2 despav3 total
tent 350 0 0 2 0 0 0 a set-
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 ns
vegetation 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 49
shadow 0 0 0 71 0 0 0 0 71
camo 0 0 3 0 34 0 3 3 43
despavl 0 0 0 0 0 377 0 0 377
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 336 1 337
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 2 34 212 248
total 350 113 52 73 34 379 373 216 K.9.
2
A-22
voQO-_5onshadow camo ;pave1despav2 despev3 totai
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 45
shadow 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 73
camo 0 0 7 0 34 0 3 5 49
des pavl 0 0 0 0 0 375 0 0 375
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 a 311 0 311
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 4 59 211 274
totai 350 113 52 73 34 375 373 216 95,69
2
sand vegetationshadow same des psvel des pav2 despava total
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 9 46 0 0 0 0 0 4S
shadow 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 73
camo 0 0 6 0 34 0 0 4 44
des pavl 0 0 0 0 G 377 0 0 377
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 1 339 0 340
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 1 34 212 247
tetai 350 113 52 73 34 379 373 216 97.11
2
sand vegeisSonshadow came des pave 1 ees pav2 despav3 total
tent 349 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 43 1 0 0 0 0 44
shadow 0 0 0 71 0 0 0 0 71
camo 1 0 9 0 34 0 10 1 55
ees pavl 0 0 0 0 0 377 0 0 377
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 359 0 359
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 215 221
tatai 350 113 52 73 34 379 373 216 88,1S
3
vegetationshadow came des psvel des pav2 despavS total
tart 348 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 349
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 46 1 0 0 0 0 47
shadow 0 0 0 71 0 0 0 0 71
camo 2 0 6 0 34 0 0 1 43
despavl C 0 0 0 0 378 0 0 378
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 1 369 0 370
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 215 219
total 350 US 2 73 34 375 373 216 98,99
3
A-23
sand vegeteSonshadow eame des pave 1 dea pev2 despavS
tent 349 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 349
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation G 9 43 2 0 0 9 0 45
shadow 0 0 0 71 a 0 0 0 71
camo 1 0 9 0 34 0 0 1
45'
despavl 0 6 0 0 9 377 9 9 377
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 1 364 0 365
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 215 225
tetai 350 113 52 73 34 375 373 21S 8849
3
torn sand vegetation shadow eame des pave 1 des pav2 despavS total
tent 346 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 346
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 9 47 1 S 9 9 0 48
shadow 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 72
camo 4 0 5 0 34 0 2 7 52
des pavl 9 9 9 9 9 367 9 1 368
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 311 12 323
des pav3 0 0 0 0 0 12 60 196 268
total 35G 113 S2 73 34 379 373 216 8346
1
sand vegetationshadow eame des pave 1 des pav2 despavS
tent 350 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 351
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 9 4b 0 0 9 9 9 46
shadow 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 72
camo 0 0 6 0 34 0 3 4 47
des pavl 9 0 9 9 0 374 0 0 374
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 318 1 319
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 5 52 211 268
te_i 350 113 52 73 34 379 373 216 9547
2
12
iem sane vegetationshadow eame ees pave1despav2 despava totali
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetefcen 9 9 4S 9 0 9 9 9 S4
shadow 0 0 0 67 0 0 0 0 67
camo 0 0 4 0 34 6 19 4 67
despavl 0 9 G 9 e 379 C 0 370
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 321 2 323
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 3 33 210 246
totai 356 113 52 73 34 375 373 216 9S,1S
2
A-24
tent sand vegetationshadow earns des pave 1 des pav2 despavS total
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0, 0 43 0 0' 0 0 "G 43
shadow a 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 73
camo 0 0 9 0 34 0 2 10 55
des pavl 0 0 9 0 6 361 9 0 361
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 281 10 291
despavS 0 0 0 0 0 18 X IX 304
total 358 113 2 73 34 379 373 216 81 _M
1
14
sand vegetationshadew earns des pave 1 des pav2 despavS tetai
tent 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350
sand 0 113 0 0 0 0 0 0 113
vegetation 0 0 44 9 9 0 9 9 44
shadow 0 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 73
camo 0 0 8 0 34 0 0 4 46
despavl 9 0 9 9 9 363 0 2 365
despav2 0 0 0 0 0 0 299 14 313
despav3 0 0 0 0 0 16 74 196 286




Mean + Vi std: 97.35
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Table A-19: Panel Scene 2-BandResults









































































Table A-20: Panel Scene 2-Band GaussianMaximum
Likelihood ConfusionMatrices
42 119
Paved Wheat Manmade Dirt Pond Healthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture 1Pasture
Paved Road S3 9 0 9 9 0 9 53
Wheat 0 84 0 0 0 28 0 112
Manmade Structures 0 0 57 1 0 0 0 58
_w. Road 9 9 9 35 9 0 9 35
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 89 0 0 0 122 39 250
*egsy Pasture 9 IS 9 0 0 57 162 234




Paved Wheat 1vlanmade Dirt Pond Healthy !Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad IPasture Pasture
Paved Road 53 0 2 9 9 0 0 55
Wheat 0 101 0 0 0 25 21 147
Manmade Structures 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 55
Dirt Heaa 0 0 0 35 9 9 5 35
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 64 0 0 0 125 36 225
Soggy Pas*we 9 23 9 1 0 57 14i 222
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 70.03
2
42 119
Paved Wheat 1vlanmade Dirt Pond I-tealthy Soggy Tc_l
Road StructuresRoad Pasture Pasture
raved Read S3 6 9 9 9 9 0 S3
Wheat 0 84 0 0 0 28 0 112
Manmade Structures 0 0 57 1 0 0 0 58
Dirt Read 9 9 9 35 6 9 0 35
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
HeaRhy Pasture 0 89 0 0 0 122 39 250
peggy Pasture 0 15 9 9 9 57 162 234
Total 53 188 57
63 64
36 32 207 201 70.41
2
Paved Wheat Manmade Dirt Pond Healthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture Pasture
Faved Read 43 9 0 G 1 36 9 59
Wheat 0 130 4 0 0 0 20 154
Manmade Structures 0 14 44 0 0 13 4 75
Dirt Road 0 5 0 20 4 29 26 78
Pond 0 1 0 3 27 1 34 66
Healthy Pasture 10 8 1 11 0 115 0 145
Soggy P-stwe 0 39 s 2 0 22 1M 176




Paved Wheal 1ManmadeDirt Pond Heaftny Soggy [etal
Road StructuresRoad Pasture -Pasture
p^aved Rae 53 9 9 9 9 9 9 53
Wheat 0 80 0 0 0 27 1 108
Manmade Structures 0 0 48 0 6 0 0 54
Dirt Read 0 0 9 33 9 9 0 33
Pond 0 2 9 3 26 0 1 41
Healthy Pasture 0 96 0 0 0 141 52 289
Soggy Pasture 9 10 9 9 9 39 147 196
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 68-22
1
64 63
Paved Wheat IManmade Dirt Pond Healthy 1Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture 13asture
Pw^4 Road 50 9 9 9 9 9 0 50
Wheat 0 134 0 0 0 0 24 158
Manmada Structures 2 0 57 0 0 0 0 59
Dirt Road 0 0 9 30 1 9 i 32
Pond 1 0 0 5 31 0 0 37
Healfry Pasture 0 2 0 0 0 154 60 216
*oggy Pas_re 9 52 9 1 9 53 116 222
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 73.90
2
42 54
Paved Wheat IWanmadeDirt Pond Healthy !Soggy Totai
Road StructuresRoad Pasture Pasture
Paved Ra4 53 9 9 0 9 9 0 53
Wheat 0 131 0 0 0 0 22 153
Manmade Structures 0 0 55 1 2 0 1 59
Dirt Read 0 9 9 34 9 9 9 34
Pond 0 0 2 1 30 0 0 33
Healthy Past-are 0 0 0 0 0 149 49 198
-peggy Fasiwe 9 57 9 9 9 56 129 244
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 75.06
3
64 60
Paved Wheat ManmadeDat Pond Healthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture Pasture
Paved Road 53 9 9 0 9 9 0 aj
Wheat 0 133 0 0 0 0 22 155
Manmade Structures 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Drrt Road 9 0 9 34 0 9 9 34
Pond 0 0 0 2 32 0 2 36
Heaffiry Pasture 0 1 0 0 0 156 63 220
**ssy Pasfe-fe 0 54 0 9 9 51 114 219




Paved Wheat 1HanmadeDirt Pond IHealthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad IPasture Pasture
Paved Road 52 0 0 0 5 0 0 57
Wheat 0 137 0 0 0 0 22 159
Manmade Structures 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Dirt Road 1 0 0 34 0 0 0 35
Pond 0 0 0 1 27 0 0 28
Healthy Pasture 0 3 0 0 0 171 58 232
Soggy Pasture 0 48 0 1 0 36 121 206







Paved Road 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 53
Wheat 0 143 0 0 0 4 24 171
Manmade Struct_re_ 0 0 44 3 0 0 4 51
Dirt Road 0 0 4 30 0 0 0 34
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 3 0 3 0 185 24 215
Soggy Pasture 0 42 9 0 0 18 149 218
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 82.17
3
54 60
Paved Wheat ManmadeDirt Pond Healthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture I3asture
Paved Road 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 S3
Wheat 0 133 0 0 0 0 22 155
Manmade Structures 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Dirt Road 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 34
Pond 0 0 0 2 32 0 2 36
Healthy Pasture 0 1 0 0 0 156 63 220
Soggy Pastime 0 54 0 0 0 51 114 219
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 74.81
3
4 42
Paved Wheat ManmadeDirt Pond Healthy iSoggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture 1Pasture
Paved Road 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 53
Wheat 0 84 0 0 0 51 7 142
Manmade Structures 0 0 54 0 9 0 0 63
Dirt Road 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 30
Pond 0 0 3 6 23 0 1 33
Healthy Pasti-re 0 99 0 0 0 132 65 296
Soggy Pasture 0 5 0 0 0 24 128 157




Paved Wheat 1vlanmadeDirt Pond Healthy Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad Pasture Pasture
Paved Road 40 0 0 2 0 52 0 94
Wheat 0 130 0 0 0 0 15 145
ManmadeStructures 0 8 57 0 0 41 0 106
Dirt Road 0 4 0 16 3 15 12 50
Pond 0 11 0 13 16 23 28 91
Healthy Pasture 13 0 0 4 9 68 0 94
Soggy Pasture 0 35 0 1 4 8 146 194
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 61.11
1
64 64
Paved Wheat Manmade Dirt Pond IHealthy ;Soggy Total
Road StructuresRoad IPasture IPasture
Paved Road 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 52
Wheat 0 133 0 0 0 5 25 163
Manmade Structure: 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Dirt Road 0 0 0 34 0 0 1 35
Pond 1 0 0 1 32 0 0 34
Healthy Pasture 0 0 0 0 0 161 55 216
Soggy Pasture 0 55 0 1 0 41 120 217




Mean + Vi std: 74.55
Mean - Vi std: 68.77
A-32
Table A-21: Panel Scene 2-Band SCR/LOG Stimuli/Response
Matrices
64 119 1 119 42 119 63 64 7 42 64 63 42 54
025 0.25 025 025 0.25 025 025
0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 2 732
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06
0 26 0 26 26 0 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26
3 729 47 685 732 0 0 732 0 732 2 730 0 732
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0-0S
26 0 26 0 26 0 0 26 67 665 26 0 0 26
730 2 732 0 656 76 0 732 3.43 0 730 2 67 665
005 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 1 731 0 732 7 725 1 731 0 732 0 732
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 1 731 0 732 7 725 1 731 0 732 C 732
025 025 0-25 0-25 025 025 02S
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 1 731 0 732 5 727 1 731 0 732 0 732
42 64 60 64 54 60 4 42 62 64 54 64 54 60
025 025 025 025 025 025 025
0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.06
0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 26 0
3 729 208 524 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 732 0
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 O.OS OOS
0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 26 0
66 666 508 228 1 731 0 732 1 731 96 636 728 4
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 0 732 0 732 0. 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
025 025 0-25 0-25 025 025 025
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
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Table A-24: Panel Scene 4-Band Results










1 46 3 42 1
3 54 54 54 7
7 63 63 64 P34























1 46 2 42 54
2 54 54 46 60
3 60 60 54 62
4 62 64 62 64
42 64





42 46 7 1 45
46 60 42 7 46
63 62 46 42 54











Table A-25: Panel Scene 4-Band GaussianMaximum
Likelihood Confusion Matrices
Paved ManmadeDirt Healthy Soggy
Road Wheat StructuresRoad Pond Pasture I3asture Total
Paved Road 53 1 4 0 0 0 0 58
Wheat 0 173 0 0 0 0 0 173
Manmade 0 0 53 0 0 0 0 53
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 36
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 0 0 0 0 158 61 219
Soggy Pasture 0 14 0 0 0 49 140 203








































Pond Pasture Pasture Total
0 0 0 58
0 0 0 169
























Paved Road 53 0 4
Wheat 0 150 0
Manmade 0 0 53
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0
Pond 0 0 0
Healthy Pasture 0 14 0






Paved Road 53 0 2
Wheat 0 153 0
Manmade 0 0 55
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0
Pond 0 0 0
HeaBhy Pasture 0 0 0
Soggy Pasture 0 35 0



















0 0 0 57
0 2 11 163
























0 0 0 56
0 12 7 172



























Paved Road 53 0 5 0 0 0 0 58
Wheat 0 152 0 0 0 25 7 184
Manmade 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 52
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 35 0 0 1 383
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 0 0 0 0 162 50 212
Soggy Pasture 0 36 0 1 0 20 143 200






Paved Road 53 5 0 1 0 41 0 100
Wheat 0 128 0 0 0 8 16 152
Manmade 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 34 0 0 1 35
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 3 0 0 0 141 57 201
Soggy Pasture 0 52 0 1 0 17 127 197








































1 21 0 78
0 9 20 163


























Paved Road 53 5 0 1 0 40 0 99
Wheat 0 139 0 0 0 7 18 164
Manmade 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 34
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 4 0 0 0 146 60 210
Soggy Pasture 0 40 0 1 0 14 123 178
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 76.45
1
A-38
Paved 1Manmade Dirt Healthy !Soggy
Road Wheat 1StructuresRoad Pond Past-re IPasture Total
Paved Road 53 0 1 0 1 0 0 55
Wheat 0 162 0 0 0 2 4 168
Manmade 0 0 56 1 0 0 0 57
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 34
Pond 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 31
Healthy Pasture 0 4 0 0 0 157 48 209
Soggy Pasture 0 22 0 1 0 48 149 220
Total 53 188 57 36 32 207 201 82.95
3
Paved Manmade Dirt
Road Wheat StructuresRoad Pond
Healthy Soggy
Pasture Pasture Total
Paved Road 53 0 4 0 0 0 0 57
Wheat 0 72 0 0 0 21 1 94
Manmade 0 0 53 0 0 0 0 53
Structures
DirtRoad 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 36
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 100 0 0 0 127 42 269
Soggy Pasture 0 16 0 0 0 59 158 233






Paved Road 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 53
Wheat 0 154 0 0 0 16 26 196
Manmade 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 35 0 0 1 36
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 1 0 0 0 159 54 214
Soggy Pasture 0 33 0 1 0 32 120 186









































0 0 0 53
0 10 5 184























Paved IManmadeDirt IHealthy !Soggy
Road Wheat StructuresRoad Pond IPasture IPasture Total
Paved Road 53 1 5 0 0 11 0 70
Wheat 0 162 0 0 0 10 2 174
Manmade 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 52
Structures
Dirt Road 0 0 0 36 0 0 0 36
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 7 0 0 0 177 54 238
Soggy Pasture 0 18 0 0 0 9 145 172




Road Wheat StructuresRoad Pond
Healthy Soggy
Pasture Pasture Total
Paved Road 53 0 0 0 1 0 0 54
Wheat 0 137 0 0 0 17 16 170
Manmade 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Structures
Dirt 0 0 0 35 0 0 1 36
Pond 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 31
Healthy Pasture 0 1 0 0 0 163 55 219
Soggy Pasture 0 50 0 1 0 27 129 207






Paved Road 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 52
Wheat 0 135 0 0 0 4 25 164
Manmade 0 0 57 0 0 0 0 57
Structures
DirtRoad 1 0 0 35 0 0 1 37
Pond 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 32
Healthy Pasture 0 2 0 0 0 175 47 224
Soggy Pasture 0 51 0 1 0 28 128 208




Mean + Vi std: 82.22
Mean - Vi std: 77.52
A-40
TableA-26: Panel Scene 4-Band SCR/LOG Stimuli/Response
Matrices
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SCR
026
026 0 26 0 26 0 26 026 026 026
0732 0732 0732 0 732 0732 0732 0732
0.005
26 0 26 0 26
732 280 452 0 732
26 0 0 26 0 26 25 1 0
505 227 2 730 2 730 338 394 0
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 0 26 26 0 0 26
730 2 730 2 77 655 732 0 16 716 729 3 32 700
LOG
0.05
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26- 0
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
0 26 26 0 0 26 0 26 0 26 26 0 0 26
144 588 732 0 3 729 0 732 0 732 93 639 0 732
26 0 0 26 26 0 0 26 0 26 26 0 0 26
729 3 54 678 64 668 0 732 102 630 715 17 106 626
26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0 26 0
0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732 0 732
A-41
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Table A-29: Pasture Scene 2-Band
Gaussian Likelihood ConfusionMatrices
7184
pasture water unknown wheat! wheat2 total
pasture 233 0 0 9 9 251
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 1 0 98 0 0 99
wheatl 1 0 0 233 12 246
wheat2 0 0 0 45 85 130
total 235 60 98 287 106 9020
2
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 232 0 0 9 0 241
water 0 59 0 0 0 59
unknown 2 0 98 0 0 100
vrtieatl 1 0 0 276 0 277
wheat2 0 1 0 2 106 109
total 235 60 98 287 106 98.09
3
62 84
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 0 7 10 252
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 96 0 0 98
wheatl 0 0 a 202 8 210
wheat2 0 0 0 78 88 166
total 235 60 98 287 106 86.90
2
66 70
pasture water ur_pjiown wheatl wheat2 totai
pasture 207 0 0 14 3 224
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 27 0 98 0 0 125
wheatl 0 0 0 215 51 266
wheat2 0 0 0 58 52 110




pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 227 0 2 10 0 239
water 0 55 0 0 10 65
unknown 0 0 93 0 0 93
wheatl 0 1 3 277 8 289
wheat2 8 4 0 0 96 108
total 235 60 98 287 114 95.17
3
61 83
pasture water unlcnown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 234 0 0 10 12 256
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 98 0 0 98
wheatl 1 0 0 194 11 206
wheat2 0 0 0 83 83 166
total 235 60 98 287 ' 106 85.11
1
63 83
pasture water unl<Jiown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 233 0 0 8 11 252
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 98 0 0 98
wheatl 2 0 0 197 6 205
wheat2 0 0 0 82 89 171
total 235 60 98 267 106 86.13
1
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 233 0 0 7 8 248
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 98 0 0 98
wheatl 2 0 0 226 30 258
wheat2 0 0 0 54 68 122




Mean + Vi std: 93.02
Mean - !_ std: 86.51
A-45
64 71
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 230 0 2 7 0 239
water 0 56 0 0 0 56
unknown 0 0 94 0 0 94
wheatl 5 0 2 280 0 287
wheat2 0 4 0 0 106 110
total 235 60 98 287 106 97.46
3
83
pasture pwater iunknown wheatl wheat2 Itotal
pasture 232 0 1 8 0 241
water 0 59 0 0 0 59
unknown 1 0 97 0 0 98
wheatl 2 0 0 277 0 279
wheat2 0 1 0 2 106 109
total 235 60 98 287 106 98.09
3
61 71
pasture water ljnknown wheatl wheat2 1total
pasture 232 0 0 6 11 249
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 3 0 98 0 0 101
wheatl 0 0 0 244 19 263
wheat2 0 0 0 37 76 113
total 235 60 98 287 106 90.33
2
P-isture water iJnknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 186 0 0 47 0 233
PA_ter 3 52 8 1 19 83
unknown 0 3 90 0 0 93
wheatl 43 5 0 205 4 257
wheat2 3 0 0 34 83 120
total 235 60 98 287 106 78.37
1
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 225 0 2 9 0 236
water 0 53 0 0 20 73
unknown 0 0 93 0 0 93
wheatl 10 3 3 278 0 294
wheat- 0 4 0 0 86 90
total 235 60 98 287 106 93.61
3
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TableA-33: Pasture Scene 4-BandResults
p1/cfas1
tdiv orig/p1/c48s1 fsbs/p1fcfas1 tsiiv mod/p1/ctas1
1 55
3 61 3 54 55
4 62 53 55 61






tdrv orig/p1/das2 fet_p1/das2 tdiv mod/p1/c_s2
1 57
3 61 1 54 55
53 62 3 55 61
54 63 53 61 62
55 83 71 71 71
st>0p2 st*rp1 fefiv orig/p2/das2 fsbs/p2/cias2 tefivmod/p2/c_s2
61 61 1 54 57
62 62 3 57 61
63 63 54 61 62
83 71 83 83 83
15 10 11
pres/dasl pres/das2 tdivorig/plrlg sbsrp1rlg tdivmoc^plAg
54 54 3 54 3
55 55 53 55 62
61 61 63 62 63
71 83 71 71 71
12 13 14






Table A-34: Pasture Scene 4-Band Gaussian
Maximum Likelihood ConfusionMatrices
1
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 6 18 0 259
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
imknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 269 0 269
wheat. 0 0 0 45 106 151
total 235 60 98 332 106 96.95
3
pasture water un nown wheatl wheat2 totai
pasture 235 ci 6 9 2 252
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 278 3 281
wheat2 0 0 0 45 101 146
total 235 60 98 332 106 97.46
3
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 6 9 3 253
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 278 2 280
wheat2 0 0 0 0 101 101
total 235
4
60 98 287 106 97.46
3
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 229 0 5 15 2 251
water 0 59 0 0 0 59
unknown 0 0 93 0 0 93
wtieatl 6 1 0 272 5 284
wheat2 0 0 0 45 99 144
total 235 60 98 332 106 96.67
2
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 233 0 2 15 2 252
water 0 59 0 0 0 59
unknown 1 0 96 0 0 97
wheatl 1 1 0 271 7 280
wheat2 0 0 0 1 97 98
total 235 60 98 287 106 96.18
2
A-51
pasture water l-nknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 3 6 12 3 259
water 0 57 0 0 0 57
unkrwwn 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 275 0 275
wheat2 0 0 0 0 103 103
total 235 60 98 287 106 96.95
3
pasture water ijnknown wheatl wheal2 total
pasture 235 0 6 11 3 255
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 276 1 277
wheat2 0 0 0 0 102 102
total 235 60 98 287 106 97.33
3
pasture water ijnknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 233 0 2 9 14 258
ppvater 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 96 0 0 96
wheatl 2 0 0 243 20 265
wheat2 0 0 0 35 72 107
total 235 60 98 287 106 89.57
1
pasture water ijnknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 3 9 11 258
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 95 0 0 95
wheatl 0 0 0 263 20 283
wheat2 0 0 0 15 75 90
total 235 60 98 287 106 92.62
1
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 230 3 6 7 1 247
watsr 0 57 0 0 0 57
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 5 0 0 280 2 287
wheat2 0 0 0 0 103 103
total 235 60 98 287 106 96.95
3
A-52
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat.
pasture 235 0 0 9 9 253
water .0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 98 0 0 98
wheatl 0 0 0 267 15 282
wheat2 0 0 0 11 82 93
total 235 60 98 287 106 94,4fl
2
12
pasture water taiknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 3 6 17 1 262
water 0 57 0 0 0 57
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 270 1 271
wheat2 0 0 0 45 104 149
total 235 60 98 332 106 96.44
2
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 2 6 10 3 256
water 0 58 0 0 0 58
unknown 0 0 92 0 0 92
wheatl 0 0 0 277 1 278
wheat2 0 0 0 45 102 147
total 235 60 98 332 106 97-20
3
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 0 9 10 254
water 0 60 0 0 0 60
unknown 0 0 98 0 0 98
wheatl 0 0 0 255 13 268
wheat2 0 0 0 23 83 106
total 235 60 98 287 106 93.00
1
15
pasture water unknown wheatl wheat2 total
pasture 235 0 3 7 0 245
water 0 50 0 0 0 50
unknown 0 0 95 0 0 95
wheatl 0 0 0 232 2 234
whsa_2 0 10 0 48 104 162




Mean + Vi std: 96.76
Mean - Vi std: 94.40
A-53
TableA-35: Pasture Scene 4-Band SCR/LOG Stimuli/ResponseMatrices
o_s
0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 70 8 64 14 "58 20
0 270 0 270 0 270 0 270 19 251 45 225 27 243 2 268
0.05
73 5 2 76 60 18 62 16 73 5 78 0 78 0 78 0
204 66 5 265 217 53 192 78 266 4 270 0 270 0 253 17
0.1
58 20 0 78 58 20 1 77 50 28 78 0 78 0 64 14
58 212 0 270 37 233 51 219 116 154 263 7 226 44 122 148
LOG
0.05
78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0
31 239 0 270 2 268 30 240 23 247 11 259 19 251 23 247
0.005
78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0
40 230 2 268 4 266 39 231 36 234 46 224 27 243 28 242
0.15
78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0 78 0
270 0 0 270 0 270 13 257 0 268 0 270 0 270 0 270
12 13 14 15
0 78 0 78 0 78 62 16 64 14 61 17 0 78
0 270 0 270 0 270 24 246 26 244 2 268 0 270
59 19 17760 18 78 078 078 066 12
227 43 5 265 197 73 270 0 270 0 266 4 5 265
5820 0785820 78 0 07877 1 078
54 216 0 270 25 245 190 80 0 270 195 75 0 270
78 078 078 0 78 0 78 078 078 0
23 247 1 269 15 255 31 239 14 256 22 248 265 5
78 078 078 078 078 078 078 0
27 243 1 269 27 243 41 229 21 249 28 242 41 229
78 078 078 078 078 078 078 0
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Appendix B
; IDL COVARIANCE FUNCTION - J. Laurenzano (1997)
This functionwas designed specifically to










; IDLCLASSMEAN FUNCTION - J. Lauremiano (1997)
This fimction is intended to determine the class
mean vector for an input class training sample
(#pixels x #bands). The output vector consists ofthe















; ENVWDL THRESHOLDED DIVERGENCE BAND SELECTION - J. Laurenzano (1997)
; (based on Rosenblum, 1990)
TDIV inputs class training samples, number ofbands desired in the
output spectral subset, and probability misclassification (generally
assumed to be 1.0 e-15 (Rosenblum, 1997)) The band names ofthe





pro tdiv_doit, fid=fid,pos=pos,dims=dims, out_name=out_name,$
numbands=numbands, prob=prob, in_memory=_n_memory, r_fid=r_fid
T=systime(l)
print, pos





;Allocatememory array or open output file
get_lun, unit
if(in_memory) then mem_res=strarr(numbands) $
else openw, unit, out_name
;stop
; Determine all possible spectral band subsets
temp_an=intarr(nb, numbands)
temp_arr(*,0)=pos











; Determine divergence value for each possible spectral subset .
sub_size=size(subset)
th_d-v=dblarr(sub_size(1))
envi_report_setup, fiiame=fiiame, out_name=out_name, in_memory=0,
title=JThresholded Divergence Calculation', base=rbase, /interupt
envi_report_inc, rbase,sub_size(l)
for q=0,sub_size(l)-l do begin
print, *total iterations', sub_size(l)-l































for i=0, numclass-1 do begin
for j=0, numclass-1 do begin











; Calculate threshold value
dt=(-2.)*alog(prob/((2.*!pi)A(numbands/2.)))





endfor ; end ofclass loop (i)
endfor ;end ofclass loop(j)





endfor ;end of subset loop (q)
!error=0















; AllocateMemory array or open output file
getjun, unit
if(in_memory) thenmem_res=strarr(b_size,numbands) $
else openw, unit, out_name
if(in_memory) thenmem_res=bnames(subset(temp, *)) $
else printf unit, bnames(subset(temp, *))
free_hin, unit
; Construct widget output
base=widget_base(title=rBand Selection Output1, /column, xsize=300, $
xoff=200, yoff=200)
quit=widget_button(base, va-ue=Done', event_pro='quit_event')








if(uvalue eq 'divergence1) thai begin
; Get input file
envi_select, thle=Thresholded Divergence Input File', fid=fid, $
dims=dims, pos=pos, /mask, /roi
if (fid eq -1) then return
B-5
if (fid eq -1) then return
; Widget for input parameters
envi_center, xoft, yoff
base=widget_auto_base( title=Thresholded Divergence Input Parameters')
sb=widget_base(base, /column, /frame)
sbl=widget_base(sb) /row)
wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt=rNumber ofbands in spectral subset',$
dt=2, xs=6, uvalue=^iumbands', ceil=n_e!ements(pos), S
default=n_elements(pos)/2.0, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /row)
wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt=T>robability ofMisclassification', $
dt=4, xs=20, uvalue=T5rob',field=6, /auto)
sb=widget_base(base, /column, /frame)
ofw=widget_outfm(sb, func^env^ou^check, uvalue^outf, /auto)
; Automanage the widget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)










; ENVLTDL FORWARD SEQUENTIAL BAND SELECTION - J. Laurenzano (1997)
; (adapted from Hardie, 1994)
FSBS inputs class training samples and the number ofbands
(numbands) desired in the output spectral subset. Optimal
spectral bands are determined using an iterative process





pro fsbs_doit, fid=fid,pos=pos,dims=dims, out_name=out_name,$
numbands=numbands, in_memory=in_memory, r_fid=r_fid
print, "pos'.pos






;Allocate memory array or open output file
getjun, unit
ifilnjnemory) thenmem_res=strarr(numbands) $
else openw, unit, out_name
; Define relevant variables
mband=fltarr(numbands)
maxb=dblarr(numbands)




; Establish Status Bar
envi_report_setup, fiiame=fiiame, out_name=out_name, $
in_memory=0, tttle=Torward Sequential Band Selection', $
base=rbase, /interupt
envi_report_inc, rbase, numbands
; Begin sequential band selection
for j=0,numbands-l do begin

















for k=0,nb-l do begin
; Rule out bands already included
z=where(mband EQ pos(k)+l)
if(z(0) eq (-1)) then begin
newpos(j)=pos(k)
;CalculateB-dist for all class combinations
for r=0,numclass-l do begin
for s=0,numclass-l do begin
new_size=size(newpos)
; Form class matrices and calculate class statistics
roi_addr_l=envi^et_roi(roi_ids(r), roi_name=name, roi_color=color)
roi_addr_2=envi_get_roi(roi_ids(s), roi_name=name, roi_color=color)
ifQ EQ 0) then begin
classl=dblarr(n_elements(roi_addr_l), new_size(l))








































endfor ; end s loop










endfor ; end of class loop CO
endfor ;end of class loopQ)
!e_ror=0
trouble: if(!errorNE 0) then envi_io_error, $











; Construct output widget
base=widget_base(title=Band Selection Output', /column, xsize=300)
quit=widget_button(base, valueKDone', event_pro="quit_event')







if (uvalue eq 'sequential1) then begin
; Get input file
envi_select, title=Torward Sequential Band Selection Input File',$
fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=pos, /mask, /roi
if (fid eq -1) then return





wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt-Number ofbands in spectral subset',$
dt=2, xs=6, uvalue^umbands", ceil=n_elements(pos), $
default=n_elements(po&)/2.Q, /auto)
sb=widget_base(base, /column, /frame)
ofw=widget_outfm(sb, func^env^outjiheck1, u%_lue='outf, /auto)
; Automanage thewidget
resuftF=auto_wid_n---g(base)









SPECTRAL BASIS FUNCTIONSBAND SELECTOR - J. Laurenzano 1998
The program is designed to select the statistically optimal
user defined number ofbands for a hyperspectral imagewhere
there are no gaps in the spectrum (ie the bands should occur
at equal intervals across the input spectrum). The user is
asked to input the input image file, spectral range minimum
and maximum the increment separating adjacent bands, the number of
bands which the program should average in the initial data reduction
( this value must be less than the total number ofbands divided
by the number ofbands in the output subset), the number ofbands
in the output subset (should be less than 10), and the output file
name. The program will perform an initial basis function calculation.
These basis functions will be displayed - the userwill decide if
another iteration is desired. If another iteration is desired,
the program will adjust the bands and re-calculate the basis
functions. This process continues until the user decides to stop.
At that point the selected interval maxima and minima are










; Get the variable stored in the top level base user value
widgetcontrol, event.top, get_uvalue=info, /nocopy
; determinewhich action caused the event
widgetcontrol, event.id, get_uvalue=buttonvaIue
; Proceed based on the button that was pushed








. **************** Error Computation *******************************
B-12
; Initialize tile
;tile_id=envi_init_tile(info.fid, info.pos, num_tiles=num_tiles, $
; interleave=l)
;envi_report_setup, fhame=mfo.fhame, out_name=info,out_name, $
; in_memory=0, title=Error Computation', base=rbase, /interupt
;envi_report_inc, rbase, numtiles











data=envi_jget_tile(tile_id, i, ys=ys, ye=ye)
s_new=dblarr(info.ns, infcnumbands)
forj=0, info.numbands-1 do begin
temp_a=dblarr(__b.ns)
ifQ EQ 0) then s_new(*j)=info.s_temp(*j4) else begin























,trouble_4: hXierrorNE 0) then envi_io_error, 'SBF Processmg',umt=ur_t
Clean up Tile Pointer
envitiledone, tileid
envireportjnit, base=rbase, /finish
^Allocate memory array or open output file
getlun, unit
if(info.in_memo-y) thenmem_re-=strarr(info.numbands,2) S
else openw, unit, info.out_name
; Storemax andmin values for selected bands
if(info.in=memory) then mem==res=info.selection $
else printf unit, info.selection
free_lun, unit
; Create outputwidget hst


























for r=0,info.numbands-l do begin
B-14
value=info.inteTval(r)- 1
ifluifo.refine(r) eq 1) then begin
if(info.int_min(value) LT info.nb-2) AND S
(info.int_inm(value) LE info.int_tnax(value)-2) then $
mi_x_t(value) = info.int_min(value)+l else $
n_in_t(value)=info.int_min(value)
if(info.int_max(value) GT 0) AND $







if(exam GT 0.85) then begin
if(z(0) GE (2*r+l)*info.average/4) AND $
(z(0) LE. 3*(2*r+l)*info.average/4) then info.test=info.test+l $
else begin
if(z(0) LT (2*H-I)*info.average/4) AND (info.int_min(value) GT 0)then $
min_t(value)=info.int_min(value)-1
if(z(0) GT 3*(2*r+l)*info.average/4) AND $




if (info.int_min(value) GT 0) then $
min_t(value)=info.int_min(value)- 1













; Initialize data tiles using BIL format




; Setup processing status report
envi_report_setup, foame=info.fiiame, out_name=info.out_name, S




for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin





data=envi^get_tile(tile_id, i, ys=ys, ye=ye)
for j=0, info.ns-1 do begin
for k=0, info.numbands'l do begin
;print, k',k
sprint* 'numint', nuiajntervals
value=info.interval(k)-l ;**compensate for added 1





for l=04nfo.nb-l do begin
for j=0,i_fo.numbands-l do begin
x_si(j,l)=x_si(j,l)+total(data(*,l)*info.s_temp(*j))














trouble_2: if(!errorNE 0) then envi_io_error, 'SBF Processing', uiiit-unit
















for i=l,info.numbands-l do begin
value=info.interval(i)*l
; Compute bij





for j=0,i do begin
iflj EQ i) then dij(y)=l else $
fork=j,.-l do cfcj(y)^j(y>+iirfo.bij(i,k)*dij(kj)
; Compute Pij
for k=0,i do begin




























; return the info variable to the top level base





pro sbf_doit, fid=fid, pos=pos, dims=dims, init_interval=4nit_interval,S
file=filgi average=average, numbands=numbands, $
out_name=out_name, in_memory=in_memory, r_fid=r_fid
envi_file_query, fid, ftiame=fiiame, nb=nb, ns=ns, nl=nl, S
bnames=bnames, xstart=xstart, ystart=ystart
*********rM*TjCRVAL SET **************************************







print, "yet another testing new
file'
; Initialize data tiles using BIL format
tile_id=envi_imt_tile(fid, pos, num_tiles=num_tiles, interleaved)
print, 'num_tiles', num_tiles
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; Setup processing status report
envi_report_setup, fhame=fname, out_name=out_name, $





sp_max=wavelength( 1 , *)
test=init_intervalmod average
if(test eq 0) then begin
num^intervalsNnitJnterval/average
endifelse num_intervals= fix(init_interval/average +1)
x_ave=dblarr(ns, nl, num_intervals)
for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin





; Retrieve tile data - each tile represents each pixel of
; one line in all bands




int_min=dblarr(num_intervals) ; array address of interval
int_max=dblarr(num_intervals) ; min and maxwavelengths
for j=0, temp_l(l)-l do begin


















trouble: ifTJerrorNE 0) then envi_io_error, 'SBF Processing", unit=unit
















for j=0, numintervals-l do begin
q=where(interval EQ j+1)




























; Initialize data tiles usingBIL format
tile_id=envi_init_tile(fid, pos, num_tiles=num_tiles, interleave=l)
print, 'num_tiles', num_tiles
; Setup processing status report
envi_report_setup, f_ame=fhame, out_name=out_name, $




for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin





data=envi_j;et_tile(tile_id, i, ys=ys, ye=ye)
forj=0, ns-1 do begin
for k=0, numbands- 1 do begin
;print, Kk
;print, "numint", num_intervals





for l=0,nb-l do begin
for j=0,numbands-l do begin
x_si(j,I)=x_si(3,l) +
total(data(*,l)*s_temp(*j))











; Proems error messages
!error=0
trouble_l: if(!errorNE 0) then envi_io_error, 'SBF Processing', unit=unit










for i=l,numbands- 1 do begin
value=interval(i)- 1
; Compute bij











for t=0,i do begin








for j=0,i do sum_a=sum_a+dij(lj)*x_si(j,*)
for j=0,i-l do sum_b=sum_b+pij(ij)*psi(j,*)
psi(i,*)=(sum_a - sum_b)/pij(i,i)





;delvar, s_temp, data, x_si, si_sj
; Display PSI and Query user for continuation
; Create User Interface
first= Press OK to continue. Press Cancel to end calculations.'
result=bnames(interval*l)
envi_center,xo__;yoff
base=widget_base(/col, /frame, xor=xofi-, yoff=yofi; $
title=Tirst Iteration Basis Functions')
sbasel=widgetJ)ase(base, /col)
if (nb LT 20) then n_size=nb else n_size=20






; Save information that must be passed between themain procedure










info={fid:fid, ns:ns,nl:nl, nb:nb, sp_min:sp_min, sp_max:sp_max,S
average:average, numbands:numbands, p_a:psi, $
out_n_me:out_name, in_memoiy:in_memory, bnamesbnames, iniervakinterval, $
wavelengthrwavelength, pos:pos, fhame.fhame, list:list_l, test;test, $
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countcount, checkxheck, refinexefine, selectiomselection, $
error:error, num_intervals:num_intervals,int_min:int_min, $
int_max:int_max, s_temp:s_temp, bij:bij,swave:swave }
widget_control, base, set_uvalue=info, /nocopy
; Realize the GUI and start the Xmanager loop
widget_control, base, /realize





if(uvalue eq basis') then begin
; get input file
enviselect, title="Spectral Basis Functioa Input File', fid=fid, $
dims=dims, pos=pos, /mask, /roi
if (fid eq -1) then return
; Widget for input parameters
envi_center, xofEj yoff




wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt='Number ofBands in Image', dt=4, xs=6, S
uvalue='init_interval', /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /colum)




wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt='Spectral range averaging number1, S
dt=4, xs=6, uvalue='average', /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /column)
wp=widget_j>aram(sbl, prompt=Number ofbands in spectral subset',S
dt=4, xs=6, uvalue='numbands', /auto)
sb=widget_base(top> /column, /frame)
ofw=widget_outfin(sb, func- envi_out_check, uvalue^outf, /auto)
; Automanage the widget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)






sbf_doit, fid=fid, pos=pos, dims=dims, init_interval==init_mtervaLS





; ENVLTDL EIGENVECTOR PRE-SELECTIONMETHOD - J. Laurenzano (1997)
PRESC inputs training class samples and the number ofbands
in the desired output subset. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
ofthe pooled covariancematrix are determinedwhere pooled refers
to the sum ofthe individual class covariance matrices. The











envi_file_query,fid, fiiame=foame,nb=nb, ns=ns,nl=nl, $
bnames=bnames, xstart=xstart, ystart=ystart
; Allocatememory array or open output file
get_lun, unit
if(in_memory) thenmem_res=stran"(numbands)$
else openw, unit, out_name
roi_ids=envijget_roi_ids(fid=fid)
; Establish StatusBar
envi_report_setup, fhame=fhame, out_name=out_name, S
in_memory=0, title='Eigenvector Pre-Selection', $
base=rbase, /interupt
envLreportJnc, rbase, n_elements(roi ids)
; Calculate pooled covariance matrix
pool=dblarr(nb,nb) ; Define pooled covariancematrix
fori=0, n_elements(roi_ids)-l do begin

















trouble: if(!errorNE 0) then envi_io_error, $
"Eigenvector Pre-Selection Processing', unit=unit
envireportinit, base=rbase, /finish






; Select the bestM spectral bands from the entire set-
; inspect the firstM eigenvectors for the band with the highest
; positive or negative loading in each eigenvector
spniax=dblarr(i-umba--ds)






wmle(spmax(i) eq 0) do begin
a_test=where(spmax eq order(count_2)+l )
print, test',a_test












else printf unit, bnames(spmax)
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free_hm, unit
; Create output widget list
base=widget_base(title=,Band Selection Output', /column, xsize=300)
.quitF=widgetbutton(base, value=1Done', event_pro='quit_event')







if (uv_hie eq 'prescreen') then begin
; get input file
envi_select, title=Pre-Screen Input File', fid=fid, dims=dims, S
pos=pos, /mask, /roi
if (fid eq -1) then return





wp=widget_param(sbl,prompt=Number ofbands in spectral subset, S















; ENVI/IDL SIGNAL-TO-CLUTTERRATIO CLASSIFIER - J. Laurenzano (1997)
; This classifier is intended for use with target/background imagery.
; Target and background class training samples are input. A classified
; image is output.
.************************************************************************
pro scrl_doit, fid^d,pos^os,dims=dims,out_name=out_name, $
numbands=numbands, in_memory=in_memory, r_fid=r_fid, $
target=target, thold=thold
envi_file_query, fid, fiiame=friame, nb=nb, ns=ns, nl=nl, S
bnames=bnames, xstart=xstart, ystart=ystart, interieave=interleave, S
data_type=data_type




; Allocate memory array or open output file
get_lun, unit
if(in_memory) then mem_res=dblarr(r_s,nl) S
else openw, unit, out_name

















; Fill covariance matrix
cov_matrix(*,*,i)=cl_cov(cl_matrix)
endfor
; Assign target and background class positions







; Initialize the data tiles using BIP format
tile_id=emi_init_tile(fid, pos, num_tiles=num_tiles, interleave=l)
print, 'numtiles', numjiles
;Setup processing status report
envi_report_setup, fname=fname, out_name=out_name, S




for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin





; Retrieve tile data - each tile represents each pixel of
; one line in all bands
data=envi_get_tile(tile_ic_, i, ys=ys, ye=ye)
temp=size(data)
; Calculate SCR
; Select each image pixel





endfor ; end r-Ioop





if(back(0) eq -1) then begin
result=result+t
print, 'no background', r
endif




if(back(0) ne -1) and (tg(0) ne -1) then begin
print, "num bg", n_elements(back)










trouble: ifi[!errorNE 0) then envi_io_error, 'SCR Processing', $
unit=ui_t
free_Iun, unit
; Clean up tile pointer
envitiledone, t3e_id
envi_report_init, base=rbase, /finish
if(!error EQ 0) then begin
;Add the processed file to the available band list, the output





envi_enter_datai mem_res, descrip=descrip, r_fid=r_fid, $
inherit=inherit, nunLclasses=num_class, class_names=cl_names, S
lookup=cl_color, bnames^SCR' $
else S
envi_setup_head, fhame=out_name, ns=ns, nl=nl, nb=l, $









if(uvalue eq 'scrl1) then begin
; Get input file
envi_seiect, title^SCR Input File', fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=pos, S
/mask, /roi
if(fid eq - 1) then return





wp=widget_j)aram(sbl, prompt=^Region ofTarget Class Representation', S
uvalue=ctarget', default=l, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /col)
wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt=Threshold (percentage ofmaximum value)', S
uvahie=thold', defeult=0.75, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /col)
ofw=widget_outfin(sbl, func="envi_out_check, uvalue^outf, /auto)
;Automanage thewidget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)









; ENVLTDL LOG-LIKELIHOODRATIO CLASSIFIER - J. Laurenzano (1997)
This classifier is intended for use with target/background images.
Target and background class training samples are input in addition
to both target and background class probabilities. A classified
image is output.
.**********************************************************************









^Allocatememory array or open output file
get_lun,unit
if(in_memory) then mem_res=dblarr(ns,nl) $
else openw,unit,out_name, /block














for j=0, nb-1 do begin ; Fill class matrix
cl_matrix(*j) = envi_get_roi_data(roi_ids(i), fid=fid, pos=pos(j))
endfor









; Assign target and background class positions











; Setup the processing status report
envi_report_setup, fhame=fhame, out_name=out_name, $
in_memory=0, titleKLog-Likelihood Ratio Classifier1, base=rbase, $
/interupt
envi_report_inc, rbase, num_tiles
for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin
envi_report_stat, rbase, i, numtiles, cancel=cancel




; Retrieve tile data - each tile represents each pixel of
; one line in all bands






; Select each image pixel





invert(cov_matrix(*,*,b))# (transpose(pixei-me_n_matrix(*,b))) - S
(1/2.) *(pixel--Beanmatrix(*,t))# S
invcrt(cov_matrix(*,*,t))# (transposc(pixd-mcan_matrix(*,t)))
i^sum(0)GT ratio) then resuh(r)=t else restrit(r)=b
; Write output to memory or output file
endfor ; End r loop
if(in_memory) then mem_res(*,i)=result S
elsewriter unit, result
endfor ; End i loop (tile loop)
^Process errormessage
!erroF=0
trouble: i^lerrorNE 0) then eovi_io_e-Tor,"Log-like--hood Processing',S
unit=unit
free_lun, unit
if(!errorEQ 0) then begin
; Add the processed file to the available band list, the output
; file will inherit the wavelength and band information from
; the input file
inherit={fid:fid, pos:pos, flag:3}
descrip=Log-Likelihood Classification'
if (m_memory) then $
envi_enter_data, mem_res, descrip=descrip, r_fid=r_fid, S
inhcritHnhcrit- num_classcs=num_class, class_nan_ucs=d_na_iLCS- $
Iookup=cl_color S
else envi_setup=head, fr_ame=out=name, ns=_s, nl=nl, nb=l, S
r_fid=r_fid, inherit=inher_t, descrip=descrip, xstart=xstart S










if(uvalue eq log1) then begin
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; Get input file
envi_select, title="Log-Likelihood Input', fid=fid, dims=dims, pos=pos, $
,/roi






wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt=Probability ofTarget Class', $
dt=4, xs=6, uvalue="tprob', default=0.5, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /column)
wp=widget param(sbl, prompt='Region ofTarget Class Representation'^
uvalue=target', default= 1, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /column)
wp=widget_param(sbl, prompt=Probabilitj' ofBackground Class', S









Iog_doit, fid=fid, pos=pos, dims=dims, out_name=resuIt.outfname, S





; INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS CONFUSION MATRIX - J. Laurenzano, 1997
This programwas developed to produce a confusion matrix
based on independent sampling techniques. TheROI file used
for classification should be renamed and a new ROI file
specifically intended for the accuracy assessment must be
created. The first input image should be the original imagewith
which the new ROI data is associated. The second input image should be
the class map image. The program will print out a labeled confusion
matrix in the IDL window. If selected, the program will also output
the confusion matrix and class names into an output file named
by the user.
. *a*********************2i1jjjj_ Program************4*****************pj
pro conf_doit, fid_l=fid_l, fid_2=fid_2, pos_l=pos_l, pos_2=pos_2, $
dims_l=dims_l, dims_2=dims_2, out_name=out_name, $
in_memory-in_memory, r_fid_l=r_fid_l, r_fid_2=r_fid_2
; Allocatememory array or open output file
;get_lun, unit
;if(in_men_ory) then mem_res=intarr(numclass, numclass+1) $
; else openw, unit, out_namc
print, rfid2', fid_2
print, 'fidl', fid_l
; Gather image data













; Retrieve classified image pixd values
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tile_id=envi_init_tile(fid_2, pos_2, num_tiles=num_tiles, interleaved)
print, 'num_tiles', num_tiles
data=intarr(ns_2,nl_2)
for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin
data(*,i*nl_2/num_tiles:(i+l)*nl_2/num_tiles-l)=$




; Define confusion matrix
numclass=max(data)
c_niat=intarr(numclass, numclass+ 1)
; Allocate memory unit
getjun, unit
if(in_memory) then mem_res=-ntarr(numclass,numdass+l) $
else openw, unit, out_namc
; Retrieve ROI information
roi_ids=envi_get_roi_ids(fid=fid_l )
cl_names=make_array(n_dements(roi_ids), type=name_type)






















; Store output confusionmatrix
if(_n_memofy) then mem_res=c_mat $






if(uvaluc cq 'confusion') then begin
envi_select, title='Independent Analysis Truth Image',5




if(fid eq -1) then return
envi_select, title='Independent Analysis Classified Image', $




if(fid eq -1) then return
;widget input parameters
envi_center, xofij yofi
base=widget_auto_base(title='Independent Analysis ConfusionMatrix Input')
sb=widget_basc(basc- /row, /frame)
ofw=widget_outfin(sb, func='envi_out_check', uvalue^outf, /auto)
;Automanage thewidget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)
if(result.accept eq 0) then return
conf doit, fid l=fid 1, fid 2=fid 2, pos l=pos 1, dims l=dims 1, $





; INDEPENDENTANALYSIS ROCMATRIX CALCULATION - J. Laurenzano - 1997
The usermust input the original imagewith specifically selected ROI's
(ie not those used for classification) as the truth image. The
dassimage is the output ofthe target id classification algorithm.
The target class must be either region 1 or region 2. The output
matrix can be written to a file for further analysis and plotting
using either DDL or a spreadsheet program.
pro in_roc_doit, fid_l=fid_l, fid_2=fid_2, pos_l=pos_l, pos_2=pos_2, $
dims_l=dims_l, dims_2=dims_2, out_name=out_name, $
in_memory=in_memory, r_fid_l=r_fid_l, r_fid_2=r_fid_2, target=target
print, 'fid2', fid_2
print, 'fidl', fid_l
;Altocatememory array or open output file
getjun, unit
if(in_memory) thenmem_res=dblarr(2,2) $
else openw, unit, out_namc, /block




print, 'ns 1', ns_l









for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin
data(*,i*nl_2/num_tilcs:(i+l)*nl_2/num_tUcs-l)=$




; Define Target/Background Regions
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; Define ROC matrices
roc_l=intarr(2,2)
roc_per=fltarr(2,2)
; Retrieve ROI information
roi_ids=envi_get_roi_ids(fid=fid_l)




forj=0, n_elements(roi_addr)-l do begin
xloc=roi_addr(j) mod ns_2
yloc=roi_addr(j)/ns_2
if(i eq tg) then begin



















if(in_memory) then mem_res=roc_per S






iffuvalue eq 'inroc') then begin
envi select, title^Independent Analysis Truth Image',S




if(fid eq -1) then return
envi_select, title='Independent Analysis Classified Image', S











prompt="Rcgion ofTarget Class Representation (1 or 2)', $
uvalue="target', default=l, /auto)
sbl=widgetjbase(base, /col)
ofw=widget_outfm(sbl, func='envi_out_check", uvalue='outf, /auto)
;Automanage theWidget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)
if(result.accept eq 0) then return
target=result.target
in_roc_doit, fid_l=fid_l, fid_2=fid_2, pos_l=pos_l, dims_l=dims_l, $





; STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING CONFUSIONMATRIX - J. Laurenzano 1997
This program is designed to allow the user to input truth data
for each randomly sampled image pixel Initially, the program
requires that the user enter the classmap image, the original
image, and the desired number oftraining pixels. The program
later asks the user to select the three spectra! bands for
image display. The program generates random pixel coordinates
and displays a portion of the original image with cross hairs
marking the location ofthe pixel in question. The usermust
sdect the landcover class to which the pixel belongs. Printed
output in the IDLwindow consists ofa confusion matrix with
appropriate row and column headings. The columns represent truth-
Only the numeric portion of the confusion matrix is stored to file.
Thus h is imperative that the user maintain thorough records for
, each file.
;***NOTE** IF -1 APPEARS IN THE PIXEL CLASS INPUTWINDOWTHE USER
; SHOULD HIT OK FOR THE PIXEL SELECTION TO CONTINUE
************************PyYtHandler***** **************************
pro st_conf_doit_event, event
;Get thevariable stored in the top level base user value
widget_controi, event.top, get_uvaiue=info, /nocopy
;determinewhich action causal the event
widget_control, event.id, get_uvaiue=buttonvaiue
^Proceed based on the button that was pushed





;Test to see ifcode is working
print, 'pixel', str_num
if (str_num(0) ne - 1) then begin
i_\str_num(0) eq 0) then dass=info.numclass S
dse das_F=str_num-1
print, pixel mod', class
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print, "confus", info.con&s(class, info.data(info.xloc,info.yloc)-l)
endif




print, 'new xloc', s








lab_value='image pixel: C+strtrim(s,2)+','+strtrim(l,2) +S
'), iteration ' +strtrim(info.count)
test_l=where(info.r_matrix EQ random)
print, "test1, testl(O)
if(test_l(0) eq -1) then begin ;test for prior sdection
if(info.num_test_pix(info.data(s,l)) S
LT info.str_pix(info.data(s,l))) then begin
info.r_matrix(info.count)=random
widget_control, info.lab, set_valueF=lab_value








endif dsewidgetcontrol, info.tclass, setjvalue^1-!'
print, "numtrain', info.numtrain
print, "count", info.count
if(info.count GE info.num_train) then begin
widget_control, event.top, /destroy













else openw, unit, info.outname
;store output confusion matrix
if(info.in_memory) then mem confus S




;return the info variable to the top levd base
widgetcontrol, event.top, set_uvaiue=info, /no_copy
end
. ************ ****i****i*i***VfATNj pTJOtjRAM************* **********
pro st_conf_doit, fid_l=fid_l, pos_l=pos_l, dims_l=dims_l, S
fid_2=fid_2, dims_2=dims_2, pos_2=pos_2, out_name=out_name, $
r-umjtrain==num_train, -n_mcmory=in_mcmory, $
r_fid_l=r_fid_l, r_fid_2=r_fid_2
; Access Class names from original image

















print, 'class names', cl_names
; Access Class Image information
envi_file_query, fid_l, fhame=fi-_me, nb=nb, ns=ns, nl=nl, S
bnames=bnames, xstart=xstart, ystart=ystart
;dn=0
;envi_disp_query, dn,xds=xds, yds=yds, fid=fid_l, S
; color=color
.*****i********Qount pjxgjj jjj gaj-jj ^253************************^
; Read in file data
; Initialize data tile
t-lc_id=cnvi_init_tilc(fid_l, pos_l, num_tilcs=num_tilcs, intcricavc=0)
print, _.um_tiles', num_tiles
; Count class pixels\
data = intarr(ns,nl)
for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin
data(*,i*nl/num_tiles:(i+l)*nl/num_tiles-l)= $







for i=0, ns-1 do begin











;*************Generate random coordinate set*************************^
r_matrix=lonaiT(tot) ;records randomly selected coordinate values
num_test_pix=lonarr(numclass+l) ;records number ofpixels per class
co__fus=intarr(numclass+1,numclass+1 )








; get the pixd's currently defined class value








lab_value='image pixel: C+strtrim (xloc,2)+','+strtrim(>'loc,2)+$
"), iteration 1'; "+strtrim(current(0),2)
labl=widget_l_ibel(sb-Lsel, value=lab_value> /aligncenter)
sbase2=widget_base(tlb, title^Available Class Regions',/frame, /row)
label2=widget list(sbase2, value=cl names)
sbase3=widget_base(tlb, /frame, /row)






; Save information that must be passed between themain procedure and
; the event handler
info={tckss:tclass, fid_l:fid_l,ns:ns,nl:ni,str_pix:str_pix, $
count'.count, d_names:cl_names, in_memory:in_memory, $
f_matrix:r_matrix, _um_test_p-x:num_tst_pix, confus:confuSi $
data:data,xIoc:xloc,yloc:yloc)current:current, lab_value:lab_value,S
numdass.numclass, num_train:num_train,fid_2:fid_2,out_name:out_name}
widget_control, tlb, setm _Iue=info, /nocopy








if(uvalue eq 'stratified') then begin
;Get input file
envi_sdect, title^Stratified Random Sampling ClassMap',5




if(fid eq -1) then return
envi_sdect, title="Stratified Random Sampling Original Image',S




if(fid eq -1) then return
ifTfid eq -1) then return
;Widget input parameters
envi_center, xofi^yoff
base=widget_auto_base(title='Stratified Random Sampling Input Parameters')
sb=widgct_basc(basc, /column, /frame)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /row)
wp=widge__param(sbl, prompt="Number ofTraining Points', dt=2, S
xs=6, uvalue="num_train", /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /row)




if(result.accept eq 0) then return
num_train=rcsult.num_train
st_oonf_doit, fid_l=fid_l, pos_l=pos_l, dims_l=dims_l, S





; STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING CONFUSIONMATRIX - J. Laurenzano 1997
This program is designed to allow the user to input truth data
for each randomly sampled image pixel. Initially, the program
requires that the user enter the dassmap image, the original
image, and the desired number oftraining pixels. The program
later asks the user to select the three spectral bands for
image display. The program generates random pixel coordinates
and displays a portion ofthe original image with cross hairs
marking the location ofthe pixel in question. The usermust
select the landcover class to which the pixel belongs. Printed
output in the IDL window consists ofa confusion matrix with
appropriate row and column headings. The columns represent truth
Only the numeric portion of the confusion matrix is stored to file.
Thus it is imperative that the user maintain thorough records for
; each file.
;***NOTE** IF -1 APPEARS IN THE PIXEL CLASS INPUTWINDOW THE USER
; SHOULD HIT OKFOR THE PIXEL SELECTION TO CONTINUE
.*************** *~Pvr!nt Handler*********************************
pro st_roc_doit_event, event
;Get thevariable stored in the top levd baseuser value
widget_control, event.top, get_uvalue=info, /no_copy
-.determinewhich action caused the event
widget_control, event.id, get_uvaIue=buttonvalue
^Proceed based on the button thatwas pushed





;Test to see ifcode is working
print, "pixd', strnum
if (str_num(0) ne -1) then begin
u\str_num(0) eq 0) then class=info.numclass :
else das-f=str_.Bim





ifilnfo.data(ii-fo.xloc,info.yloc) cq info.target- 1) then begin
if(class(0)-l eq info.datafinfo.xlocjnfo.yloc)) then S
info.roc_mat(0,0)=info.roc_mat(0,0)+l $
else info.roc_mat(0. 1 )=info.roc_mat(0, 1 )+l
endifelse begin









print, "new xloc', s








lab_value="im3ge pixel: C+strtrim(s,2)+',l+strtrim(-,2) +$
)';, currently assigned to class '+st-trim(current(0),2)
test_l=where(mfo.r_matrixEQ random)
print, test', test_I(0)
if(test_l(0) eq -1) then begin ;test for prior selection
if(info.num_te_tt_pix(mfb.data(s,i)) $










endif elsewidget_control, info.tclass, set_value='-l'
endif else widget_control, info.tclass, se^value^-l'
print, "nurntrain". info.numtrain
print, 'count', info.count















; Allocatememory array or open output file
get_lun, unit
if(info.in_memory) then mem_res=intarr(2,2) S
else opcaw, unit, info.ou._narnc
; Store output rocmatrix
if(info.in_memory) then mem_res=roc_per S




return the info variable to the top levd base




pro roc_doit, fid_l=fid_l, pos_l=pos_l, dims_l=dims_l, $
fid_2=fid_2, pos_2=pos_2, dims_2=dims_2, out_name=out_name, $
num_train=num_train, in_memory=in_memory,target=target, $
r_fid_l=r_fid_l, r_fid_2=r_fid_2
; Access Class names from original image















print, 'class names', cl_names
; Access Class Image information
envi_file_query, fid_l, fname=fhame, nb=nb, ns=ns, nl=nl, $
bnames=bnames, xstart=xstart, ystart=ystart
**************Count pixels in each ciass*************************
Read in file data
Initialize data tile
tilc_id==cnvi_init_tilc(fid_l, pos_l, num_tilcs=num_tilcs, interleaved)
print, 'num_tiles', num_tiles
; Count class pixels
data=intarr(ns,nl)
for i=0, num_tiles-l do begin
data(*,i*nl/num_tiles:(i+l)*nl/num_tiles-l)=$








for i=0, ns-1 do begin






;Calculatc stratified number ofpixels
str_pix=lonarr(numclass+l)
str_pLx=num_train*numpix/tot
;*************Generate random coordinate set**************************
r_matrix=lonarr(tot) ; records randomly selected coordinate values
num_test_pix=lonarr(numclass+l) ; records number ofpixels per class
roc_mat=intarr(2,2) ; ROC matrix







; get the pixel's currently defined class value








lab_value='image pixel: C+strtrim (xloc,2)+','+strtrim(>'loc,2)+$




trtleF="Available Class RegjonsVframe, /row)
Iabel2=widget_list(sbase2, value=cl_names)
sbase3=widget_base(tlb, /frame, /row)





; Save infonnation that must be passed between themain procedure and
; the event handler
info={tciass:tclass, fid_l:fid_l,ns:ns,nl:nl,str_pix:str_pix, $
couni:count, cl_names:cl_names, in_memory:in_memory, $




widget_control, tlb, set_uvalue=info, /no_copy
^Realize the GUI and start theXmanager loop
widget_contro-, tlb, /realize






if(uvalue eq 'stratroc") then begin
;Get input file
envi_sclcct, title- Stratified Random Sampling Class Map',$




if(fid eq -1) then return
envi_sdect, titIe='Stratified Random Sampling Original Image",$








base=widget_auto_base(title=,Strat-fied Random Sampling Input Parameters')
sb=widget_basc(basc, /column, /frame)
sbl=widget_base(sb_ /row)




prompt="Region ofTarget Class Representation (1 or 2)', S
uvalue=target', default=l, /auto)
sbl=widget_base(sb, /row)
ofw=widget_outfin(sb, func-envi_out_check', uvalue="outf, /auto)
; Automanage thewidget
result=auto_wid_mng(base)
if(result.accept eq 0) then return
num_train=result.num_train
target=result.target
roc_doit, fid_l=fid_l, pos_l=pos_l, dims_l=dims_l, $
fid 2=fid 2, pos 2=pos 2, dims 2=dims 2, out name=result.outf.name, S
in_memory=result.outin_memory, num_train=num_train, target=target
endif
end
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